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Campaign
hits $70.2
million

ram
Nearly 300 people
participate in march

18 months left
to reach goal

BY BRETT CORBIN

Herald reporter
B Y BRANDY WARREN

In the spring of 1963, Marti n
Luther King Jr. spoke to an audience in the wake of the arrests
of dozens of civil rights demonstrators. He challenged the
group to "keep the movement
moving" and to be fearless of
Jail.
" If you can't fly, run," King
said. "If you can't run, walk. If
you can't walk, crawl.
"But by all means, keep moving."
It was obvious Monday morning that King's message is still
ringing in the ears and pulsing
through the legs of many
Bowling Green residents.
Nearly 300 people braved the
cold January weather to march
from the Warren County Justice
Center
to
Van
Meter
Auditorium, honoring the slain
civil rights leader's birthday.
Judge Joe Brown, a popular
television personality, spoke at
the march's end at Van Meter.
Bowling Gr een resident JT
Huffman, 53, said he has walked
in every Martin Luther King Jr.
Day march, except one, since
the event began in Bowling
Green.
Huffman said King's message
is very important for today's
youth.
"It's good to have a dream ,
'but it's not good just to dream,"
he said. "You have to act on that
dream. If all yo u do is dr eam,
then that dream is in vain ."
Huffman marche d near the
front of the gr oup, while others
sang with evident ease and without pause.
A group of a bout four or five
females carrying song sheets led
the crowd through songs i ncl uding: "Th is Little Light of Mine,"
"Go Tell It On the Mounta in "
and "We Shall Overcome."
As the group passed Jr. Food
Stores on Center Str eet,
Huffman seized his chance to
lead during a brief pause in
singing. As the crowd we nt
quiet, Huffman spun around,
raised h is right hand and began
singing
" Down
By
the
Riverside."
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Herald reporter
FRANKFORT - In 1998,
the goal seemed outrageous.
Western administrators
created th e university's firs tever capital campaign with
hopes of raising $78 mi llion
at a university where an
emphasis had never been
placed on fund rais ing.
Now, four years later, Tom
Hiles, vice president for
Institutional Advancement,
said he expects that goal to
be reached earlier than
imagined.
Hiles announced the most
recent figures of the five-year
capital campaign yesterday
at the Board of Regents meeting in Frankfor t. The university has raised $70.2 million
- nearly 90 pe rcent of the
$78 mill1on it hoped to raise
by 2003 - and r a ised over $12
million during the last year.
" I'm extremely encouraged,"
President
Gary
Ransdell said. "I'm pleased
that with 18 months to go in
our campaign that we've
passed over the $70 million
mark. Our goal is within
stri king distance."
Ransd e ll said he expects
to track the pr ogress of the
campaign and by the end of
this semester h ave a plan for
what to do when t he $78 million goal is reach ed .
"You either declare victory and e nd the campaign
e arly, or you choose not to set
a n additiona l goal and see
h ow mu ch you can raise
beyo nd that if you exceed i t
ear ly," Ra nsd ell said . "Or
yo u set a ta rget that s tretch es
you to achieve a newly set
goal as you enter the
$Et CAMPAIGN ,

ames Branaman/Herald
Anelia Gramling, 8, holds a picture of Martin Luther King Jr. with her sister Magnolia, 10, as the two participate in a march Monday that ended at Van Meter Auditorium in honor of the slain civil rights leader.

Judge Joe Brown captivates full house
Speaker calls King
America's conscience
B Y Z AC H MI L LS

Herald reporter
It was Monday morning, but
many turned out wearing their
Sunday best.
Ins tead of a vacant room,
Van Meter Auditorium was
transformed into a sanctuary
for people of all color to take
refuge in.

Jus t minutes before h e delivered the convocation sp eech for
the Marti n Luth er King J r. Day
events, J udge J oe Brown paced
confidently back and forth in a
room a couple of flights of
stairs a bove the auditorium.
His fancy shoes clicked as the
heels struck the floor and his
black suit swished as he moved.
Occasionally he stopped at a
small window to stare outside,
gathering h is thoughts about the
reason Martin Luther King Jr.
Day should be celebrated.
"It's not so much him, it's what
he articulated," Brown said. "He

was personally cour ageous i n ba lcony as if to accept the pr aisdoing what he did, that is ta king es he was receiving. His deep,
a stand by opening his mouth confident voice echoed throughout the auditoand galvanizing
r ium.
what
people
·
·
Brown said
have come to call
we celebrate
the Civil Rights
See page 7 for photos docu.
King because
Movement"
menting the events In Bowling
he has come to
Brown walkGreen Moo(lay. observing
stand for the
ed onto the stage,
Martin luther King Jr. Day
conscience of
raised his hands
America, like
in the air an d
past presidents
stopped to smile at the crowd of Washington and Lincoln have
Western students and members come to stand for independence
of the Bowling Green community. and integrity.
In a sort of modest swagger, he
raised both hands toward the
Stt BROWN, PAIE 6
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Thefts plague Diddle Arena
Two Diddle Arena employees
and a men's basketball player
have fallen victim to a crime spree
that has swept Diddle Arena
during the past month. Campus
police have few leads. Page 8

FANatics
Extreme Western fans ere shoNing up in Diddle with afro wigs aid
painted bodies. Some of them will
even travel 12 hours to cheer on
theirtea11. Page 11

Campbell inks new deal
Followlng long-term talks,
Western's women ' s basketball
coach Shawn Campbell signed a
reported four-year deal that will pay
him $85,000 each year. Page 15

www.wkuhcrald.com
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News Briefs
- - -- -- -

Miss Black Western
meeting

Ribbon cutting for new
education facility

Those interested in participating in the Miss Black
Western pageant are invited to
an informational meeting at 7
p.m . to nigh t in Downing
U niversity Center Room 230.
The pageant is sponsored by
Alpha Kappa Alpha.
-Abbey Brown

Western and the Kentucky
Commumty Technical College
system will hold a ribbon cutting
ceremony and dedication for the
new South Regional Postsecondary Education Center Friday
in Glasgow.
The ceremony begins at 3 p m.
al the n ew bu ilding at 500
Hilltopper Way, next to Barren
County High School
Those expected to participate
10 the ceremony are Gov. Paul
Patton, House Speaker Jody
Richards, Sen. Richie Sanders,
Rep. Steve Nunn, President Gary
Ransdell , KCT CS President
Michael McCall, Jack Thomas
and Sandra Appling of Bowling
Green Technical Colle ge,
Juanita Bayless of Western 's
Glasgow campus and members of
Glasgow and Barren County governments.

Student receives honor
from Scripps Howard

Price Chambers/Herald

Stolen monient: Greenville junior Rachel Keith kisses her boyfriend Johnathon
Oglesby, a Greenville graduate student. "We came to just be in the snow," Oglesby said.
The bridge the couple stands on is over Kiss Me Quick Alley. Rumor has 1t that any couple who kisses in the alley will get married one day.

Crime Reports
Arrests
♦

Valerie Jeanne Barnes,
Western Place, was c harged
Sunday with driving under the
influence and running a red
light She was released from
Warren County Jail the same
day on a $1,000 cash bond
♦ Shawnee Leroux White,
Patton Way, was charged Sunday
with alcohol intoxicahon. White
was released from Warren
County Regional Jail lhe same
day on time served
♦ Mickey Kevin We ber,
Clarksville, I n d.,· was c ha r ged
Saturday with DUI and running
a stop sign. He was r e leased
from Warren County Regional
Jail the sa me d a y on ti me
served.
♦ Brandon Anthony James,
Hendersonville, Tenn ., was
charged Friday with assault. He
was release d Tuesday fro m
Warren County Regional Jail on
a $5,000 surely bond.
♦
Blake Aaron Payn e ,
Hawesville, was charged J an. 17
wilh DUI and driving the wrong
way down a one-way street. He
was released Friday from
Warren County Regional Jail on
a court order.

♦ Tyler Levering Smith,
McElwa1n Court, was charged
Friday with DUI. He was
released the same day from
Warren County Regional Jail on
a $600 unsecured bond.
♦ Josh ua J ohn Vashon,
Robinhood Trail , was charged
Jan. 17 with possession of marijuana and public 1ntox1c ahon.
He was released the same day
from Warren County Regional
Jail on a court order

Reports
♦ Martha Houc h in, South
Camp us, r eported F riday that
drug paraphernalia was found
in the trash of a men's restroom
onJan. 17.
♦
Carole E. Ledbetter,
Man agement and Information
Systems, r e p or ted Fri d ay an
overhead p rojector worth $3,989
stolen from Grise Hall between
5 p.m. J an 17 and 8 a .m. Friday.
♦ Lee D . Ema n uel, South
Camp us, reported F riday a roll
of postage sta mps worth $25
stolen from his office between
noon, Jan 2 and 8 a.m. Jan. 4.
♦ Mark A. Staynings, Sou th
Campus, re ported J an. 17 someone stole his cellular phone

worth $35 fr om his office
between 2 and 3 p.m. that day.
♦ Lindsay S. P e nnington,
Russell Springs, reported Jan.
17 $65 cash stolen between 12:30
and 1:45 p m thal day from Tate
Page Hall.
♦ Jim Sears, Aramark,
r eported Jan 17 two cash registers worth $250 damaged
between 9 p.m. Jan. 16 and 6
a .m. Jan. 17.
♦ Lucy M . Howard, computer science office associate,
reported J an. 17 a n overhead
projector worth $5,184 stolen
from Thompson Complex North
Wing between 9:55 and 10:10
a .m. Jan. 16.
♦ James K. Chalmers, art
de p artment h ead , reported
Jan. 17 an overhead projector
worth $3,989 stolen between 9
p .m. Jan. 14 and 8 a .m . Jan. 17
fro m the fine arts center .
♦ Charles R. Aldri dge,
accounting and finance cochair, repo r ted Jan . 17 that
between 4:30 p.m. J an. 16 a nd 7
a.m. Jan . 17 someon e damaged
a mounting bracket for an overhead projector while atte mpting to steal it. The bracket was
worth $50.

Louisville senior Ryan
Clark, who served as editor of
the Herald last fall, was
named one of the nation's five
"Most Valuable Staffers" of college newspapers.
Clark was selected for the
honor in a competition sponsored by the Scripps Howard
Foundation
H e will receive a $5,000
scholarship from the Scripps
Howard F oundation. The
Herald will receive a matching
$5,000 award.
Clark will receive bis award
March 15 at the Spri n g
National
College
Media
Convention in New York City.
-Rex HalLJr.

Y5/o/an/ r§3drlal and th(t/Orfn(J1J
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Join us at the bridal show on Feb. 9, at South Campus.
There will be a seminar at 11:00am on Wedding
Planning, Fashion and Flower Coordinating, and Music
Gowns by Maggie Sottero, Forever Yours L'amour, Mary Max, and many more!
We also have gloves, shoes, head pieces, and veils.

Contact Martha Simpson and Wayne
Jenkins for all your wedding plans.

6309 Russellville Rd.

Bowling Green, Ky 42101
(270) 393-1900

taking b
nsight we
events in

Faculty art on exhibit
Faculty art is on display
through I<'ebruary 8 at the
gallery 10 the fine arts cente r
For more 1nformal1on about lhe
exhibit contact the art department at 745-3944
- Abbey Brown
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Governor Fogging turns Bemis
releases cockroaches belly-up
control thinks
budget Pestproblem
solved
BY BRANDY WARREN

Herald reporter
FRANKFORT - Gov. Paul
Patton said he is a man of
promise.
In his budget proposal Tuesday
night, the governor said there will
be no additional funding for higher education Ovt!r the next biennium. And no new higher education
programs willllfie implemented
during that time.
It's a reality in a state facing a
budget crisis. Even a governor
who has claimed education as his
forte couldn't find a way to avoid
cutting education funds during the
recent economic downturn.
"This is a document of promises kept," Patton said.
Patton's announcement comes
on the heels of a recent $253 million state budget shortfall.
Rather than create new programs, Patton said the budget will
only allow the state to fund current projects. He said each state
institution will have the same
operating budget from 2001, minus
the 2 percent cut each university
was requested to make in
December.
·
"First of all, you have to compliment this governor for his sustained focus on higher education
and his continued insistence that
higher education be s hielded
from cuts to the extent possible..."
President Gary Ransdell said.
Patton said despite the budget
shortfall, he approved two
requests from the Council on
Postsecondary Education including an enrollment and retention
fund, and funding fo r Bucks for
Brains.
Patton's budget must still meet
the approval of state legislators.
That approval is expected to come
m April or May.
Patton said he supports the
request from CPE for the $22 million enrollment and retention
fund, which will allow universities
to be rewarded for their enrollment growth.
"We can't expect them to continue to p ursue our goal of college
compl etion rates equal to the
national average if we can't keep
our promise to reward them when
they get the job done," Patton
said.
Patton said he also supports
the Bucks for Brains program. The
program allows for $100 million to
be divided between the
Universities of Louisville and
Kentucky for endowed professorships.
Another $20 million from the
program will be divided between
the other six state institutions
including Western.
The program will change somewhat, however. It will be renamed
Bonds for Brains and the state
will sell the $120 million in bonds
which will then be paid back over
20years.
The governor also approved
$67 million Tuesday for capita l
projects on college campuses.
The $67 million will not be
state money, but instead will come
from the universities themselves.
State institutions will be allowed
to issue bonds to pay for the projects.
"We will access some of that
money for some of our auxiliary
projects, for example the renovation of Downing Center," Ransdell
said.
Patton said the operating budgets for state universities in the
next biennium, a two-year period,
will be less than the tota l of the
operating budgets the institutions
enjoyed during the past fiscal year
alone.
He s aid this i s the worst
s h a p e the state economy h as
been in since 1981. In an e ffort
to make up for the state budget
sh ortfa ll , the governor said
mon ey was take n from several
r eserve fu nds and a d ministrative s pending was tightened.

BY SARAH

L. ASP

Herald reporter
To some he would be considered the ideal roommate - silent
and scarce. Clothed in a sleek
coat of brown, he reveals himself
only when hunger prompts him.
You need not worry about fighting over the remote or light
switch. This little guy is content
without such luxuries.
He is the cockroach, a common inhabitant of houses a nd
institutions across the world.
One such institution has
become a Western dorm. These
swift, g r ound-hugging insects
have chosen Bemis Lawrence
Hall as an ideal home. The cockroaches filtered into Bemis last
semester. They pay particular
attention to the damp bathrooms
and fermented trash chutes, said
Kit Tolbert, director of housing
operations.
The first report of the scampering insects brought Western's
Pest Control Management
department to the scene to spray
the insect population, according
to Tolbert.
"Ifwe see any number of cockroaches , we like to do that,"
Tolbert said.
After more ins pection, the
university noted a stronger measure needed to be taken. The
pest control department asked
Housing and Residence Life for
permission to fog the building
during Christmas break, Tolbert
said.

The pest control dep artment
sprayed and fogged the area.
They targeted problematic areas
such as trash chutes, said Brian
Kuster, director of Housing and
Residence Life. He offered
Bemis residents his assurances
saying all bases were covered
and everything had been taken
care of.
"We had the trash chutes
fogged , as well as t he whole
building," he said. ''We wanted to
try and get them at all locations."
The fog causes the cockroaches to come out and walk on the
spray, which then kills them,
Tolbert said.
·
When Bemis resident Heather
Burche ll spots a cockroach bellyup on the bathroom floor, she has
cause to rejoice. It is a sign that
the pest control department's fog
attack was a success.
" It hasn 't been necessary for
my roommate and I to pour
insect powder on our floors, or
anything like that," the Bowling
Green freshman said.
Since the December fogging,
Burchell and her roommate
haven't played hostess to these
tiny roommates. The only time
they spotted these pests was
when they moved into their dorm
room last semester. Even then,
ther e were only two cockroach
corpses they had to dispose of.
A small number of cockroach
remains are all Bemis residents
are having to endure, thanks to
the efforts of the pest control
department, Tolbert said.
She said a member of the pest
control department h as been to
the residence hall every day.
They check the cockroach situation and insure the sightings will
soon dwindle away.
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Street Punk
Wise Guy
Mobster
Gambino Crime Family
Tom worked his way up in
organized crime. He wielded
fear, terror, brutality to
control the New York mob's
expanding inte rests. But his
life was changed in the'
maximum security cell s of
Atlanta's Federal Penitentiary .
Come hear his story.

January 31st at 9:00 p.m .
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Opinion
Letters to the Editor----.
Hope Harbor educates

Yoo \-IOO! wl-!x:· .4'60UT

I would like to thank Wendy Tabor for
last week's letter to the editor and for
her steadfastness in trying to educate
the Western community about Hope
Harbor and the services it provides.
Education is important to not only
reduce the risk of sexual victimization,
but also to provide intervention for
those already affected. Since the age
range of 16--24 is the most affected by
date rape, a range vastly re presented by
all universities, this is an impor tant
topic for stude nts at Western.
As a rape c risis center, Hope Harbor
provides a 24-hour crisis line, legal and
medical advocacy, counseling and community education.
I would like, however, to clarify our
role as one who provides finan cial support. Hope Harbor does not pay for hospital bills, instead we may assist victims
in filling out forms, provided at the hospital for Rape Victims Services who
then pays for the '•kit," or in seeking
funds from the Crime Victims
Compensation Board who provides
financial compensation to crime victims
who meet certain criteria.
In addition, while it is ideal (for medical and evidential r easons which may
increase the likelihood of prosecution)
that a rape victim go immediately to th e
emergency room and have an exam, it is
not necessary in order to prosecute. As a
felony, rape has no statute of limitations
in the state of Kentucky.

,~~...,CoLLc &\Alt. 1-\EAlil-\CARE??

~ELA>t .PcOPLE. 14AVE. '(ou EVE~

KNOWN WESTERN l"O
ME5S UP ON
Se~\Cl.AS IV\ AlTE. \2.S

sue\-\ AS
LON&-TE~M

c.oNTl<!-AcTs-7
\-V,\JE '{oU ? .

Misty Johnson
Hope HarbOT outreach coordmatOT

Fee hike visibly improves Hill

Where's the respect?
I am writing to call attention lo what
I would descr ibe as a questionable decision by the administration at Western. I
am sure that many other students feel
the same way I do on this iss ue. Classes
have been in session for only a week and
already there is a holiday. Granted, I
understand the reasoning for closing the
university for the Martin Luther King,
Jr. holiday. But I find it disheartening
that although it is closed for this holiday, it will be in session for Presidents'
Day.
Yes, Martin Luther King, Jr. was a
great man. But in my opinion our
nation's great presidents had an even
farther-reaching impact. Yet the university will be in session on Presidents'
Day. I would really like to know why that
is.
With the events of Sept. 11, I thought
that there was a rediscovered pride and
respect for our great country. Obviously,
I was extremely wrong. Being a state
university, it seems Western would
observe the holiday. ... This is a day
meant to honor our nation's gr eatest
leaders. And after the events of the past
few months our leaders are more important than ever, even to our generation.
So what kind of honor is it to go about a
normal routine on this day? I think we
wou!d a ll appreciate and are owed an
answer to that question.

We threw up our hands in despair in
December 2000 when the Board of Regents
passed the $80 fee hike for athletics.
We're still pretty peeved when we open
our empty wallets a nd decide, once again , to
eat peanut butter and taco shells for dinner.
But when we decide to ignore our growling
stomachs, and instead take time to look
around campus, we have a change of heart.
We still wish for our 80 gr eenbacks, but
we're glad that we can see our money at
work. The indoor batting and pitching facility is a great addition for our baseball team,
which unlike most of its Southern counterparts, were practicing in the cold. And
Western definitely saved itself some embar-

THE ISSUE! The
December 2000 athletics fee hike is help-

q

improve sports
facilities across
campus.

OUR VIEW~ We're still.
sore about the hike,
however, we're glad to
see our money at
work.

Letters to the Editor
The Herald e»courages readera.to write letters on topics of public interest. Letters shouJd be:
As in written by you. Do
not submit form letters, copies or
other plagiarized anaterial.
♦No aore fllall 210 worda.
Exceptions may be made, but don't
count on it. Longer letters are usually edited tor lencth.
♦Ortalnal.

Megan Summers
freshman
Portland, Tenn.

Good luck to the youngest candate for city commission, econ
of Brian Strow. Hey, some people
even have degrees at 27!
Thanks to the 1'1LK Day
anning Committee - Judge J oe
rown rocked the Hill on Monday.

And congrats to the seven track
hletes who finished first place at
st Saturday's meet.

rassment by having more than a tarp to offer
radio crews trying to cover gaQ1es in the
rain. By season's end , a new press box will
be complete.
And don't forget permanent seating fo r
the soccer field.
These additions and others are long overdue. Though we're still a little sore about
giving up our cash, we're glad we can see
that administrators are working quickly and
thoughtfully to put our money to use for
needed improvements.
Thanks guys.
And if any of ya'II want to lend us some
extra money for pizza, we're at 122 Garrett
Center ...

lnclud• _you.r name, phone
number, hometown and classification or title. •
♦Mall
to1 Letters to
the Editor College Heights Herald
122 Garrett Center
BowlJ,ng Green, Ky. 42101
♦Muat

We're sure glad funding fell
hrough on the Academy. We
me to college to get away
om high school, yo!
If intramural sports keep
owing like they have, the
eshman 15 is going to be
about losing weight, not gaining.

To Raynardo Curry: You're supposed to light it up on the court,
not in front of Poland.

or............,

♦By

constraints. ·
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BLOODMOBILE
THURSDA~JANUARY31
PRESTON CENTER
llAM-4 PM
SGA & THE RED CROSS-NEED YOU!
GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE, GIVE BLOOD!

American Red Cross
Blood Services, Tennessee Valley Region

As a volunteer blood donor, to be eligible to
donate you must feel well that day, be 17
years of age or older, weigh at least 110
lbs., have not donated whole blood in the
past 56 days, and have not received a
notification from Red Cross Services
requesting that you not give.
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BROWN:
C ON TI N U ED F R OII FRO NT P AG E

" Washington stands for the
principle of being willing to
die and sacrifice to be an independent, self determining entity," Brown said. "Lincoln
stands for America being an
i ntegrity to its e lf, a unified
country that is solid and firm .
Martin Luther King stands for
the conscience of America."
This conscience, as Brown
put it, was the theme he proclaimed to his Van Meter congregation.
Brown ag r eed with the
importance of King's contribution to the Civi l Rights
Movement but does not agree
with King's philosophy of nonviolent passive resistance.
"Personally, I come from a
different school of thought," he
said. "I am not going to let anybody find me down on my knees
praying while th ey beat me
around the head until they feel
gui lty. And nobody is going to
do that to me. I'll die first."
The event Monday morning
brought people of different
eth n ic backgrounds togeth er,
sitting in chairs elbow to
elbow, for the common agenda
of hearing something that may
both educate and inspire them.
Many felt the impact of the
experience.

Ransdell impressed with celebration
"His message was dynamic,"
Though the tone of most of
said
Tracie
Williams , Brown's convocation was seriCoordinator of Minority ous, he added some humor to
Student Teaching at Western. the reality of prejudice in
" I felt reall y e motional, but I America today.
didn't cry. I thought it was real"I am the star of the numbe r
ly beautiful."
three day-time syndicated show
Western President Gary in America," he said. " I make a
Ransdell was
lot of money. I
also on hand to
ride around in
witness th i s "I am not going to let
an armor platspectacle, seat- anybody find me down
ed 750 IL BMW
ed in the front
with a chaufon
my
knees
praying
row o f the
feur and a body
auditorium.
while they beat me
guard. And r
Ransdell around the head until
walk in some
described the
places and I'm
event as "an they feel guilty. And
dressed casual,
inspiration" to nobody is going to do
then somebody
all thos e who
looks at me and
advocate the that to me. I'll die first."
they want to
values and prin- Joe Brown treat me down
ciples which
because I don't
King defended.
judge look like what
"It's as much
they exp~ct."
about what the man stood for as
Brow n advocates equality
the man himself," he said.
for all p e ople and says that it
Ransdell said he was can be unhealthy at times to
impressed with the degree to form preconcei ve d notion s
which the campus and commu- about people. He alluded to
nity worked together to put the King's dream t hat people
event together.
should be judged by the conHe said he feels that "ener- tents of their character rather
gy" and "effort" are t wo things than color.
that will help prevent the soci"Look at them and see what
etal ills and strongholds which they are really about r ather
King lived his life striving to than what you expect," he said.
demolish.
Many people wonder about

the amount of progress we
have made in the almost 35
yea rs after King's I ife was
ta ken .
Brown s poke briefly of the
negative treatment of people
through America's history. He
believes this treatment still
exists in Amer ica today, in
areas such as racial profiling
and education.
He cited UCLA, his alma

mater, as an example of a school
where the number of AfricanAmerican students admitted
was well below average.
· " In 35 years, that is not
progress," Brown said. " I s
there in fact justice fo r all in
this system, equal r epresentation and recognition of the sacrifi ces we have all made or
may be called to ma ke?
HNo."

a
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Got something to sell?
Call Herald Classifieds at 745-6287.
Gooo ENVIRONMENT _, QEAN ROOMS AND BEDS

WEEKEND SPECIALS

$1.99 REGULAR BED

$3.50 SUPER BED
7 DAYS
30 DAYS

OF TANNIN_G FOR

$11.00

(7 DAYS ONLY)

OF lINuMI'I*ED TANNING FOR

$35.00

• CI-IEAPEST LOTION IN TOWN AND A LARGE SELECTION•
•NEW BULBS•
•WE HAVE 2 SUPER BEDS AND 8 REGULAR BEDS•
LOCATION: ACROSS RAILROAD TRACKS, ONE BLOCK FROM LEMOX

316

II

O LD MORGANTOWN RD.

fi-IONE: 78~4TAN
8:30AM - 9:00PM M -F

9:00AM - 5:00PM SAT

1:00PM - 6:00PM SUN

NONE OF THE SPECIALS ARE VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPON
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Dream WalRers
"You have to act on that dream. If all you do is dream,
then that dream is in vain."
- JT Huffman, Bowling Green resident
James Branaman/Herald

James Branaman/Herald
Above: Sophomore Konika Malone, left, and junior Candice Johnson, both from Louisville, sing as they march to Van Meter Hall on Monday. Top: Judge Joe Brown
spoke passionately to the crowd at Van Meter during Monday's Martin Luther King Jr. celebration.

James Branaman/Herald
Above: Members of The Village Drum and Dance ensemble from
Nashville performed after Judge Joe Brown spoke during the
Martin Luther King Jr. celebration Monday.
Left: Nearing the end of the march, an estimated 300 participants close in on Van Meter. The cold weather was not enough
to stop these citizens from showing their support for the cause
of Martin Luther King Jr.

Edward Linsmier/Herald
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Diddle Arena project edging closer to approval
BY BRANDY WARREN

Herald reporter
Senate Bill 54 could be on it's
wa y to a clean sweep of the
Kentucky legislature.
The bill, which would authorize the renovation of Diddle
Arena, was approved unanimously yesterday by the state Senate.
The vote comes one week after
the Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee unanimously
approved the measure.
The bill will now move to the

House of Representat ive s
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee for a vote. Before the
Diddle project can be authorized,
the bill must meet the approval of
the House and be signed into law
by Gov. Paul Patton.
"Hopefully, we can get both of
thos e tasks done next wee k,"
President Gary Ransdell said.
"It's moving as fast as a bill can
move."
The only setback for the bill
came Jan. 16 when Sen. Tom
Buford, R-Nicholasville, filed an

SGA returns to agen~a after break
BY MOLLY O 'CONNOR

Herald reporter
The beginning of the semester
brought both resolution and conflict for the Student Government
Association.
The group voted on two items at
its Tuesday meeting - the group's
first since the holiday break - concerning the responsibilities of
SGA's judicial council and the possible abolishment of the body's
Constitutional Review Committee.
The Constitutional Review
Committee sponsored the judicial
council responsibilities resolution.
In the legislation, authors Shara
Hammers, Jessica Martin, Dana
Lockhart and Matthew Pava said
the judicial council is not performing its duties outlined in the SGA
Constitution. Those duties include
holding regular meetings and governing attendance hearings for
SGA members who miss congress
meetings.
The resolution received unanimous approval from SGA Congress.
Heidi Grogg, chief of the judicial council, said there have been
communication gaps that have prevented the judicial council from
doing its job.
Despite the communication
gaps, Grogg said the committee has

been preparing a list of people
who need to have attendance hearings. She said the j udicial council
will also meet this week at the SGA
retreat to go over its goals.
Bedo said she is not sure what
Tuesday's vote will accomplish.
She said she is hoping to resolve
the issue with Grogg.
Although the Constitutional
Review Committee gained a victory
with the passing of its resolution
Tuesday, the victory was shortlived. Immediately after the passing of its resolution, SGA Congress
member Ross Pruitt made a
motion to abolish the review committee.
The motion to abolish the committee, whose members include,
Hammers, Martin, Lockhart,
Brandon Copeland and Jamil
Sewell, vice president of administration, was not passed at
Tuesday's meeting. A vote on the
motion was postponed pending
review from members of SGA's
executive committee.
Hammers said the motion to
abolish the body was made
because te n sion has existed
between members of the review
committee and fellow members of
SGA who want to eliminate the tension.
SGA member Amy Caswell

Bow ling Green have been working on plans to finance the Diddle
renovation since last summer. In
Dece mber, the two e n t ities
signed an agre e ment stating
Bowling Green would issue $32.5
million in bonds for the project.
Western will repa y the city
with the stude nt athletics fee, a
donation for naming rights to the
Diddle sports complex and funding from the leases on the 16 luxury s uites that will adorn t he
upper concourse of the renovated
arena.

amendment to the legislation before it reached the Senate floor
after it had met the approval of yesterday. Only two Senators
two Senate committees. The were absent from voting and the
amendment asked that the 36 present Senators voted in
Diddle Bill not be reviewed by favor of the bill.
Coincidentally, Western ' s
the Capital Projects and Bond
Oversight Committee until that Board of Regents, who held their
committee and other joint com- quarterly meeting in Frankfort,
mittees have an equal number of · were in the Senate Chambers at
senators and representatives on the time the bill was passed.
Ransdell has said that work
them.
·'It's important to have parity will begin on the Diddle renovaon these committees," Buford tion as soon as the governor signs
Senate Bill 54.
said.
The amendment was dropped
Weste rn and the city of

made the motion to postpone a vote
on the motion to abolish the committee because the issue was causing Congress members to bicker.
She said an educated response can
be made at a later date concerning
the fate of the motion.
"In my opinion its something
personal and they are trying to
take it to a political level," she
said.
Pruitt said he thinks the
Legislative Research Committee
does the same job as the
Constitutional Review Committee.
He said he doesn't see the point in
the two bod ies performing the
same duties.
Bedo said she did not approve
of the way the motion was brought
forth at the meeting and that she
has ·not spoken with Pruitt about
his actions.
"I don't think it was appropriate," she said.
Bedo said executive committee
members plan on going to the Constitutional Review Committee's
next meeting on Wednesday. She
said they want to observe the committee, get feedback and see if
committee members have performed the job Bedo asked them
to.
"I think they've done their job,"
she said.

You Gotta}Eat? ·•
UNSELi EVE-A-BURGERS!
Bacon Chedder
Chili Cheese
Cajun Limited Time Only

99¢

640 31-W ByPass
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Day means
'everything'
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

At times his booming voice
was the only one that could be
heard. He didn't have a song
sheet to go by, but he was smiling as he sang.
The crowd kept close ranks
during the march and their
unity acted as a shield against
the cool January breeze.
In front of the marchers, photographers raced to snap pictures and tried to stay out of the
way.
Members of the Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity acted as
parade marshals for Monday's
event. Martin Luther King Jr.
was a member of Alpha Phi
Alpha when he was a graduate
student at Boston University.
One of the marshals, Samson
Anderson, a Tompkinsville
senior, said the day meant many
things to him - like unity.
During the march he stayed
to the side of the group and
supervised. He said the day
gives people a chance to celebrate a man who stood .for
equality.
" For me the celebrati on of
MLK helps me appreciate what
I have," An derson said.
Shannah Montgomery was in
charge of organizing the march
and bringing the banner that
was held at the front of the
g roup a s they marched . The
banner read " Martin Lut her
King Jr. Day Celebration. "
Unde r that it read "Remembering the vision, the mission, the man."
She was one of the first people in the Justice Center pgrking lot Monday.
Sh e s aid the d ay meant
everything to her.
For h er husband, Mike , the
day was a reminder that he's a
beneficiary of the sacrifices of
his forefathers.
" It will b e a shame if I die in
this same situation," he said.
"My job is to make progress."
Mayor Sandy Jones said it
was her third or fourth time
participating in the march and
the first time she helped carry
the banner in front of the group.
Jones said the civil rights
move ment was a turning point
in Ame rican society.
"I try to do my job for all citizens," Jones said.
For the younger crowd,
which may have been the
largest group on hand, th e day
was a chance to dis play pride
and learn about history.
Darius Clement, 9, said h e
r e ad a book last year about
Martin Luther King Jr.
He said the book taught him
that King was a person who
free d black people from slavery.
"He wa s a great man wh o
loved everybody," Clement said.
"Even people who hated black
Americans."
Whitney Brown, 10, made a
sign that r e ad "Let free dom
ring." She said her mom helped
her with the sign.
Brown said her fath er, a past or at State Street Baptist
Church, taught her about King
and what he accomplis hed in
his lifetime.
"I wanted to help let e verybody know what Martin Luther
King Jr. did," Brown said.

Covering Western civilization
since 1925.
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Diddle robberies raise concerns
Workers,athletes
become victims
Bv

HOLLA N HOLM

Herald reporter
The holiday season was especially rough th is year for
employees in Diddle Arena.
Three separate thefts and a
vandalism case were reported
in Diddle from mid-December to
mid-January. Assistant Athletics
Director Craig Biggs, Hillopper
forward Todor Pandov, the
men's basketball department
and Aramark were all struck by
the spree.
Aramark employee Jim Sears
told campus police someone
damaged two cash registers in a
Diddle concession stand after
business hours between Jan. 16
and 17, according to a police
report.
·
Total price tag for the crime:
$250.
Biggs was the first arena
employee to feel the sting from
the crime wave that has been
sweeping through D iddle for
nearly a month. And there's no
indication from campus police

that any arrests are soon to
come.
According to campus police
Capt. Eugene Hoofer, the
department is investigating the
crime reports. He said he can't
comment on any suspects in the
thefts, but said there have been
no reports of trespassers in
Diddle.
Hoofer also said that he has
no idea why the thefts are
occurring in Diddle.
Biggs reported $675 cash
stolen from his Diddle office
during commencement week
last semester. Biggs said he was
in and out of his office during a
five-day span from Dec. 14 to
Dec. 19 planning for commencement and a women's basketball
game. Re said he didn't leave
the office unlocked.
The money stolen was what
Biggs had been saving for close
to two months to buy Christmas
presents for his family. He had
placed the cash in an envelope
tucked in the August edition of
Sports Illustrated. He said he
kept the magazine in a back,
inside pocket of his satchel.
" It wasn' t a good feeling
when you go to reach in your
bag and it wasn't the r e," Biggs
said.

Biggs said, to his knowledge,
no one else knew the money was
in the bag.
Athle tics Director Wood
Selig said security problems
with Diddle stem from the
building's accessibility and
occupancy.
Athletics, ROTC and recreation staffs enter and leave the
building at all hours of the day,
he said.
"The building has an incredible number of entry points, and
it's hard to secure," Selig said.
Two other crimes were
reported to authorities after
Biggs' report.
Sometime during a four-day
span following the theft from
Biggs' office, $1,035.29 was
stolen from the men's basketball
office.
The money was kept in a
sealed envelope tucked in the
back of an unlocked file cabinet, according to a police
report.
Bert Tucker, assistant men's
basketball coach, reported the
theft to police Jan. 11. He would
not comment on the theft.
The Diddle crime wave did
not single out employees of
Diddle. Topper forward Todor
P andov, a junior from Plovdov,

Bulgaria, was robbed Jan. 13 of
$200 cash.
·
The mone y was taken from
Pandov's locker, according t o
campus police.
Pandov could not be reached
for comment.
Tighter arena security may
be on the way.
Security plans are being discussed and may be implemented
in the facility's renovatio n.
However, no measures have
been lockedin, Biggssaid.
He said one idea is electronic key cards, which would be
used by staff after hours. A computer would record users'
names and times they enter the
arena.
The cards could also be used
to limit admission to the building after hours by clearing only
certain people for entry.
According to Biggs, renovation planners are also contemplating removing some of
Diddle's doors, but they will
have to check fire codes before
making a decision.
There are currently no se curity cameras in Diddle or night
watchmen.
"We members in Diddle may
be guilty in being a little lax in
security," Selig said.

Former professor remembered at memorial
Bv

AMB ER NATIONS

Herald reporter
Tears, laughter, and memories
all helped bring an unlikely mix
of students, faculty and community m e mbers together a t James
Babcock's memorial service last
Thursday.
Babcock taught at Western for
37 and a half years - the third
longest a mount of time a mongst
the faculty.
The m e mor ial service gave
those who were unable to attend
Babcock's funeral over the holidays a chance to remember him
and share their special memories.
There were three pictures of
Babcock displayed in the center
of the room; one of him smiling
into the camera dressed in a tuxedo, another with his five-monthold granddaughter Ava sitting on
his knee. There was also a picture
of his silhouette staring out into a
blue ocean.
Linda Pickle, head of the modern language and intercultu ral
studies department, described
losing Babcock as "a real blow to
the department." She said that he

was on nearly every committee
and served his students as much
as he could. She also said he was
a wonderful person to have
around. Pickle urged everyone to
remember Babcock joyfully, as he
would want them to.
True to his wishes, there were
a few moments of laughter amidst
the tear-stained faces . When
Pickle introduced little Ava , the
students chuckle d because they
had hear'"<iso much about her
from Babcock during his classes.
Babcock and Erika Brady,
modern language and intercultural studies professor, had adjoining offices.
"When I sneezed, there would
always be a God bless you," she
laughed. "I will miss him always."
Thomas Baldwin, modern language and intercultural studies
professor, revealed that Babcock
wrote seven unpublished fiction
spy novels and studied for priesthood at one time. He believed
Babcock to be a "wonderful family man." He said students knew
they could come to Babcock with
their probl e ms, and he would
help them as much as possible.

Thu,,day
Ai9hl

-

Melanie Paszkiewicz, Babcock's daughter, d e scribe d her
father as a very real, genuine person.
"He never faked anything and
expected you to do the same," she
said. "One time he gave his suitcase away at the ai rport to someone whose suitcase was falling
apart. He would give the shirt off
his ba ck to anyone who needed
it."

Along with his daughter and
gra nddaughter, Babcock's wife,
Nancy, was also in attendance.
She made it very clear to the students that Babcock loved them

very much and talked about them
all the t ime. T e achin g was a
maj or part of his life a nd th at
didn't change after his last class
at the end of the day, Nancy said.
Near the conclusion of the service, one of Babcock's former students, Beth Wood, s poke for the
entire group of students. Most of
them wer e sitting on the floor
b e c a use there wer e n o more
chairs.
"[Ba.bcock] was a fri end ,
teacher, mentor and a counselor,"
Wood said , t e aring up as she
spoke, "And we will all miss him
dearly."
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Donations roll in

CAMPAIGN:
CONTINUED f ROII FRONT PA&£

last stretch for that campaign. I
don't like the first two options.
"Therefore, if we are so fortunate as to achieve our goal
early, I'm confident we will be
setting a new goal that continues
to drive and stretch us."
Hiles said the most impressive aspect of the campaign is
the number of cash donations
that were made to the WKU
Foundation during the past six
months.
In that time, Western raised
$7.5 million from cash donations. Hiles said that number is
double what the university
raised for the entire year in 1997
before Western announced its
capital campaign.
He said he expects to exceed
$10 million in cash donations by
the end of the fiscal year on
June 30.
"We are pleased and appreciative of the outpouring of support from our alumni and
friends," Hiles said. "A 60 percent annual increase in annual
cash donations is indeed gratifying and encouraging as we strive
to pass the $78 million goal."
Hiles also announced three
major
contributions
at
Wednesday's meeting, one for
$850,000 and another for
$150,000.

J . Clifford Todd, a 1950
Western graduate, made a
$850,000 commitment to create
the Center for Longevity and
Healthful Living at Western.
The center will emphasize
physical fitness, nutrition and
mental activity to help people
prepar e for the aging process.
Todd had made a previous
$5&0,000 do nation which was
matched by the state to create
a $1 million professorship in
Longevity and Healthful
Living.
A $100,000 endowment was

also made by the Commonwealth Health Corporation to
fund the Charles M. Stewart
Scholarship. The award will go
to a child of a CHC employee
who plans to attend Western.
The award will cover tuition
and books for one year.
Stewart had worked with the
Commo nwealth Health Corporation for 25 years.
CHC also pledged $50,000 in
support of the Commonwealth
Health Corporation/Center
Care Health Be nefits Visiting
Professorship in Nursing.

FRANKFORT - The state's
recent $253 m illion shortfall,
coupled with Gov. Paul Patton's
announcement Tuesday that
higher education will receive no
additional state funding in the
next biennium, may force
Western to find new ways to
fund its operating budget over
the next few years.
The Board of Regents passed
a list of budgetary priorities at
their meeting yesterday in
Frankfort that it hopes the
Budget Council will be able to
address when it meets later this
month to formulate the university's 2002-2003 budget.
"Anytime you set budget priorities in a time when there's
not much money to budget,
everyone's interested in what
the top priority is," President
Gary Ransdell said. "Our top
priority is our faculty."
Ransdell said compensation
for faculty will be key in the
2002-2003 budget whether it be
dealing with salaries, health
insurance or market adjustments.
"Whh whatever limited
financial capacity we have next
year, my hunch is once we get
past compensation issues,
there's not going to be much
else," Ransdell said.
Regents said yesterday, however, there are several other
needs the university should
address besides faculty issues.
One of these issues is the
enrollment growth Western has
experienced over the past few
years. Gov. Paul Patton presented his budget Tuesday night and
has said there will be no addition a I funding - including
money p romised to universities
for previous enrollment growth
- for higher education in
Kentucky in the next biennium.
Many had expected this to be
the payoff year for Western.
Instead, the· university is facing
the burden of increased enrollment alone.
"We're very concerned about
how much more we can grow
without add itio nal funding,"
said Luther Hughes, vice president
for
Enrollment

----~2001
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Regents outline new
budget priorities
Herald reporter

Nonunaoons for WKU f1J.ll-time facolt)' members are now being accepted for the 2001-2002 college and umvel'51ty.widc: av."ards. The Commuruty College may select three awa.rdees; teach.mg, pubhc service,
and student advisement. The llmtS of University LibruiC$ and lnfoonation Technology may jomtly select two
1wardccs: one for research/crcallv1ty and one for pubhc serviu. Each of the colleges lhe Gordon Font College
of Busm~. College of Education and BehaYJoral Sciences, Ogden College of Science and Eng1ncenng, School
for Hca.llh and Human Services~ Poucr College or Ans. Humaruues and Socia.I Sciences may select foor
111wa.rdees: one for teaching. one for rcsearch,'creativity, one for public service and one for studenl advisement.
Nommanons may be made llSing the form below or completing the ll()mtnatioo fonn avallablc m
the Office of the Pro"'ost and Vice President for Acadeuuc Affa.1f'S or the Academic Deans and Departmental
ofTioes. The deadline for 5ubmitting :applications is T'huuday, febn1.ary 7, 2002. 1be WKU Alumni
Assoctation makes a cash award to each recipient oflhe university-wide awards and the wiivcrs1ty provides an
engraved sih·er bowl to each. Tbe award winners are recognized annl.Wly at an appropns.tc cercmooy,
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Progress of Western's
$78 million Capital Campaign

I

Faculty Award for Teaching
Faculty Award for Research/Creativity
Faculty Award for Public Service
Facuity Award for Student Advisement

I hereby nominate_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

Stephanie Gladney/Herald

Source: Wes/em Kentud.y University
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Management. "We've just about
reached our capacity."
The board also asked the
Budget Council yesterday to
consider seeking funding to hire
additional faculty and staff as
well as funding for operational
costs.
Another priority included in
the recommendation to the
Budget Council is the seeking of
funding for campus maintenance and utility costs as well
as money to open the new Media
and Technology Hall.
Regents a lso requested that
Western d evelop a marketing
plan to attract a "desirable
applicant pool," rebuild the universities contingency fund and
find ways to generate additional
funding.
The Budget Council will work
on the 2002-2003 budget throughout the s pring and will be
expected to approve a budget on
May 10, 2002.

_ Staff

Please
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_Other

FACULTY AWARDS
Office of the Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Western Kenlucky University WAB 239
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We've got t h e
B Y B ETH SEWELL

Herald reporter

John Lok/Herald

Bowling Green residents Bob Fulton, left, 63, Alan Francis, 56,

center and Tom Taylor, 49, cheer for the women's basketball
team Saturday. Above: Student fans of the men's basketball
team turn out for ESPN's cameras Jan. 13 at Diddle Arena.

Amidst a sea of red towels and pompoms, he
stands on the front row of the student section
straightening his black afro wig.
The Owensboro senior realizes the packed
stands are staring at him - even as Big Red
begins to repel from the Diddle Arena ceiling.
Slowly, Tim Gilbert looks down, only to see
what everyone else has already noticed.
He's half naked.
For Gilbert this is no reoccurring dream,
but a constant reality, which he enjoys at every
Topper basketball game. With a giant "T"
painted on his chest, he's accompanied by his
friends - "O," "P " and "S."
Gilbert, along with a number of Western students and fans, are bringing school spirit back
to the Hill by incorporating wild and crazy fun
with Western basketball. They always go the
extra mile to support their team.
From road trips to costumes and camp-outs,
these are· self-proclaimed "real fans." They've
been there from the beginning of their time on

the Hil l.
"I'm hoping that the spirit comes back to
Western," Gilbert said. "We have great opportunities for fans to be involved."

The western Advantage
Somer set senior Jason Wheeldon's favorite
part of being a fan is wearing costumes to the
games in order to rev up the crowd. Although he
isn't one for taking off his shirt, he still has
plenty opportunities for exposure.
"Sometimes we have themes that go along
with the games like toga, Mardi Gras or camo.
It's just a chance to let out, be wild and have
fun," Wheeldon said.
He said the student section has grown in the
past few years with the increased statewide
popularity of Western men's basketball.
"When we first went it was like a quarter of
what it is now," Wheeldon said. "But I think
that as long as the team does well the fans will
continue to support them."
SEE

FANATICS ,

PAG E
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Stud hard now so you can play harder later
TBE WEEKEND LINE
Sam Youngman

If there's anything in this world
worse than a tease, then I don't
know what it is.
Last week it was snowing:
The bars empty, snowb alls got
thrown and even sober drivers
were swerving all over the
place.
The next day I wake up
(slowly and painfully) a nd it's
in the 60s - a welcome return
to the weather I love and for
which I long. Unfortunately, I
know that it'll get wor se before

it gets better.
I don't know much about
groundhogs. I don't know when
Groundhog Day is. Regardless, I
find it difficult lo put much
faith in the meteorological abilities of a rodent.
But I am reminded of another story involving critters for
which n umerous poisons have
been invented.
It's the story of the grasshopper and the ant - at least the
way I heard it.

No, I'm not high.
The ant worked all winter
while the grasshopper went to
numerous bars and hooked up
with all kinds of chick
grasshoppers.
The ant warned the grasshopper, "Work now so you can
eat when winter comes."
The grasshopper gave th e
ant t he finger.
Lo and behold, winter came,
and the grasshopper had n o
food . Luckily, the ant was a

College Heights Herald ♦ Thursday, January 24, 2602

♦ Page 11

total loser so the grasshopper
whupped him and took his grub.
The moral of th is slaughtered parable is this: study now,
for spring cometh and it cometh
right soon.
While many of us declared
snow daze last Friday, there
was a whole colony of ants running around on the Hill storing
their grades for s pring. •
The life of the grasshopper
S EE LIIIE,
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New sorority promotes diversity
BY AMY ROBERTS

Herald reporter
There wasn't enough diversity
incorporated into the Greek life
· at Western in Covington senior
Michelle Slaughter's opinion.
Slaughter isn 't one of those
people who sits back and accepts
things the way they are. She set
out to research the possibility of
something more - an opportunity to involve women of all different backgrounds, but still have a
common bond.
Wh at she found was a national sorority to do just that.
The ladies of Eta Omega Tau
Sorority at Western a re looking
for Hi lltoppers to join their sisterhood. The sorority, in its fi rst
sem ester at Western, is mu lticultural and both social a nd service-based.
Slaughter, the president of
Wester n's c h a p ter, said Eta
Omega Tau does n 't want to be
associated as j ust a service or a
social sorority, but both.
"We want to interact with all
of the sororities," she said.
Slaughter said Western's current sororities are all somewhat
alike, but there a r e definitely
aspects that will make Eta
Omega Tau different from the
rest.
" We want a diverse background,"
Slaughter said.
"Hopefully one day Asian, black,
white, international students, all
different backgrounds will be
involved."
Princeton senior and treasurer Evie Hocker agreed. "We're
not just black or white," Hocker
sa id . "We want to be every different ethnicity."
The goal of Eta Omega Tau,
founded in 1990 at Pace
University in New York City, is
to be a multi-cultural organization that partakes in community
service as well as social activities.
Western 's chapter will be
doing four comm uni ty service
projects. such as raising money
for the Battered Womens'
Shelter.
More community service projects .may include helping at
soup kitc h e ns, Toys for Tots,
cl othing drives, Habitat for
Humanity and Book Drives.
Slaughter said they will also
be traveling to Nashville on a monthly basis to visit a nursing
home.
"We want to get our name
out," Hocker said . "We want to
focus on the community as well
as the campus."
The sisters will be participating in two professional projects
s uch a s the Brea s t Cancer
Awareness Progr am and a sexual
assault seminar.
Some of the sorority's most
popular pr ofessional events on
other campuses have included a
lecture by the award-wrnning
author and ·poet Maya Angelou,
as well as participation in "Rap
da Vote," a program to encourage young adults to register to
vote.
The sorority will be doing at
least four sisterhood projects in
addition to the community and
professional projects.
"S isterhood projects are
important to us," Slaughter said.
Eta Omega Tau will be having
sister outings, private parties, an
annual banquet, a sister sleep
over and the Eta Omega Tau getaway.
The sorority believes the most
impor tant component is sisterhood. Together they mentor , support and teach each oth er about
the values of life. T hey invite
everyone to witness their love
through the participation of
their events.
Slaughter be l ieves t h e
sorority is affordable for most

people - $125 to join.
Currently the sorority is
around 10 members and looking
to become larger.
" We want to be a good number," Hocker said: "But we also
want people who really want to
be a part of it, not necessarily
just have a h uge group of people."
A house for the sor ority may
be in the fu ture, but Sla ughter
doesn 't believe it's abs olutely
necessary.
"Having a house would cause
t h e girls to have to pay more
fees," she said. "Anything is possible."
To j oin Eta Omega Tau, studen ts m ust have a t least a 2.0
GP A a nd be a ble to atte n d a
week-long pledge process during

spring break. The pledge process is an all-expense paid event
~hich will take place at the
University of Georgia.
H illtoppers t h at join must
also be ab le to attend weekly
meetings at 9 p .m . Monday in
DUC.
"I wouldn't p ictu re a lot of
girls in t h is gr oup to b e in a
sorority," Slaughte r said. "But,
we s pend a lot of time together
and we'r e like a family. Every
voice matters."
To find out more information
about the Eta Omega Tau Sorority
you can log on to their national
web site at www.etaomegatau.org.
If you are interested in joining, you
can e-mail them at wkupinkandblack@hotmail.com and they will
send you an interest packet.

• Classes offered in Resource Conservation
and Sustainable Development
• Contact the Department of
Geography and Geology
at 745-4555 or
visit our website at
http:jjwww.wku.edu/geoweb/studyabroadjaustraua.htm
~~

900 Fairview Ave
Bowling Green, Ky 42101

10% off all services
with valid WKU ID
*by appointment only
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Jim Cope, Western's athletic
ticket sales manager, said there
are an increasing number of
new fans since the Topper's
defeat of UK.
"Season ticket sales alone
are up 25 percent, and attendance is along the same lines,"
Cope said.
With the increasing energy
and participation of fans,
Western students are beginning
to realize how much fun college
basketball can be. The student
section on the court is inches
from the basketball goals.
"It's a lot of fun," said Ryan
Davis, a sophomore from Hendersonville, Tenn. "You can sit
wherever you want. Like in the
student section, you can get as

Ticket sales go up after victory over UK
close as you want, you can yell
at the players on the opposite
team, it's great!"
Louisville freshman Eric
Sollman is amazed with the
positioning of the student section at Western games as well
as the invisible ticket cost.
"I grew up going to U of L
games, and I could never get
that close to the court,"
Sollman said. "And I know
friends at UK and U of L that
wait in line for hours and can't
even get tickets. It's pretty cool
that we get in free." .

A fan of the ladies
No one would suspect that
Marilyn Roberts, a sophomor e
from Huntingtown, Md., wasn't
a life-long Lady Topper fan.
Although new to the Lady

Topper basketball scene,
Roberts sat in the front of the
student section last Saturday a
couple a feet away from the
team's bench. She clapped
wildly at every point.
"This is only my third game!"
Roberts admitted, giggling.
She thinks that more fans
should attend Lady Topper
games to pump up the team.
" I think they need that energy of a lot of people there,"
Roberts said.
Gilbert said he's seen Lady
Topper attendance rise in
recent weeks. He hasn't missed
a Lady Topper home game yet
this season.

The extra mile
Gilbert takes advantage of
all the opportunities Western

gives the students t9 become
supportive fans. H e also o r ganizes camp-outs on the steps of
Diddle Arena before big games
and road trips to away games.
" Most games we show up
about a hour and a half to two
hours before just to reserve our
seats and get pumped up,"
Gilbert said, "but for the big
games we like to camp out. We
just play cards, throw t he football. We're pretty civilized."
Gilbert organizes road trips
to Topper games . Along with
trips to the NCAA Tournament
in New Orleans last season, he
and a group of other fanatics
went to the Sun Belt Conference in Mobile. They said
there's no distance they
wouldn't go to support the
team.

LINE: Spring classes can be beat .
morning, but you totally feel like
righteous attitudes.
I've seen a number of other going out that night, the decision
is a whole lotta fun until it's time grasshoppers on the prowl in the is obvious.
to eat.
Go out, and claim your hangbeer-soaked backyard that is
There is nothing in the world Bowling Green. They're the same over is actually a rare strain of
like a KentuckY spring. If you're faces you see at the same places.
24-hour bubonic plague. No one
not smiling, then you must've
I can't help but wonder if they will fail someone with the
played all winter.
too procrastinate and employ the plague.
Finals week sucks. I think we motto, " I'll do it tomorrow."
Do these things, and have fun.
can all agree on that. But it sucks
My bet is we're all grassh op- But be warned - finals week is
worse when you've frolicked all pers to some degree. We jump and hell on a grasshopper. The runsemester studying in neither play, and when winter - or in this ning and the begging can be very
ideal nor into!case spring unattractive. And the fear of
erable condicomes around, being banned from the pa rty My
bet
is
we're
all
tions.
our scholastic or worse moving back home with
My advice is
bellies are growl- your folks - will absolutely ruin
grasshoppers
to
some
study now. Store
ing. We need your golf game a n d afte r n o on
degree.
We
jump
and
your grades and
food, and the patio sessio ns.
con your profesplay, and when winter ants have wised
These are a few words of wissors into thinkup and armed dom fro m a good-time guy wh o
or
in
this
ing that you are
themselves.
doesn't have m any to offer. But
indeed a scholspring - comes
The only sol- n either rain, n or sleet no r an
ar.
around, our scholastic ution is to find a .m. e x am wi l l stop me from
Then wh en
that happy place going out tonight.
bellies are growling.
you're falling off
known as the
♦ Well, some record company
golf carts after a
bare minimum.
We
need
food,
and
the
signed the Mu c krake r s, a n d
"drunken tantrum
l t's not a hard
instead of sitting ants have wised up and place to find , they've come home to brag.
They'll be at tbe Happy Inn this
through English
armed themselves.
and it allows for
weekend doing their wacky thing
lit., they'll bemaximum playlieve you when
time and mini- and laughing at the notion that
. 2,000 people crammed into a
you claim to be dying of whooping mal hard work.·
cough.
To achieve the bare mini- Chinese restaurant to listen to
lf you've taken three exams mum, it's important to remember them and drink cheap beer.
♦ Baker Boys is playing host
and the fourth falls on a beauti- that stress is for suckers and
to Floord Sat urday, and, yeah,
ful day meant only for patio-sit- skinny prison inmates.
ti ng and country drives, you'll
Go to class only when you they've got pitchers.
♦ But tonight's pick has gotta
feel much better about taking the have to. If you can s kip, then do.
be
the game. Go be a fan even if
week off if you've gotten at least
If your teacher will let you
C's on the early tests.
turn in a paper late, then what's it means painting your face and
filling up your flask. We'll go out
I'll be the first to admit that I the point in being punctual?
rarely heed this advice.
If you miss a week of class, afterwards. Cheers, friends.
If you have a problem with Sam,
I am, in some senses (none of don't be afraid to go back. The
them anatomical), a grasshopper. laughter generally subsides after then do something about it. Give
him a call at 745-6291 or e-mail him
I just can't seem to stop playing, a fe w minutes.
and I hate ants and their selfIf you have an exam in the at samyoungman@hotmail.com.
C O N TI N UE D FR O M P A GE
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Feature Briefs
Faculty Jazz Recital
The Western Music Department will be presenting a free faculty jazz recital. The concert will
take place at 7:30 p .m. Feb. 2 in
the recital hall of the Fine Arts
Center.
Marshall Scott, on trumpet, will
be accompanied by Western faculty member John Martin, on guitar
and Nashville based musicians
Beegie Adair, on piano, Roger
Spencer, on bass, and Dann
Sherill, on drums.

Finish The Story
At this year' s Southern
Kentucky Festival of Books, aspiring writers are invited to e nter a
"Finish the Story" writing contest.
Provided with the first paragraph, contestants must finish a
story within 850 words.
Entry deadlines are March 1,
2002 and prizes will be awarded
April 19-20 at the Bowling
Green/Warren County Convention
Center. Rules and opening paragraphs can be found at www.sokYbookfest.org or by contacting the
festival office at (270) 745--5263 email jayne.pelaski@wku.edu.
-JoshSpitaleri

~"e

"To just be there and see
what our team's up against and
just get the feel of the other
arenas is great," Gilbert said.
As the season heads into
tournament time, Topper fans
are turning up the energy level
and handing out predictions.
"I see us being a Sweet 16
team," Gilbert said . " We have
the chance to upset a lot of
teams."
Gilbert makes certain not to
lose sight of the reality that win
or lose, he'll always be there
for the next game.
However, he might have a
shirt on next time.
"My mom said I need to lose
a few pounds," he said smiling.
"l just don 't have that high
school figure anymore."

eottery Cott
"Paint Your Own Pottery"

cl§-(9

.

- Limited Time Only 20% Off with no studio fee!
(with this coupon)

943 East 11th Street • 796-8~43
Tons to choose from!
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Papania
Street Punk
Wise Guy
Mobster
Gambino Crime Family
Tom worked hi s wa y up in
organi zed cr ime . He wielded
fear, terror, bruta li t y to
control the New York mob' s
expanding interests. But his
life wa s changed i n the
maximum security cells of
Atl an t a's Federal Penitentiary.
Come hear hi s story.

January 31st at 9:00 p.m.
OUC Theatre
sponsored by Campus Crusade fo r Christ
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Quiet time:

Sophmore Kevin Kollo from Evansville, lnd.,studies Tuesday afternoon for his
sociology class on the eighth floor of Helms-Cravens Library.

ACROSS
1. Before the storm
5. "She'll be there _ _ 3 p.m."
7. Seven year _ _
10. Lassie
12. Opposite of Yes
13. There are seven
15. Begone! (Imperative verb)
16. Mentally exhausted
19. State next to California
20. Without people
21. A ballerina dances here
22.Madman
24. Wily
25. Long ago times
26. Hair color
31. Rose
35. The highest point
36. Spain and Portugal
38. To neaten
· 39. The conscience
41. Carmen, e.g.
43.Baha
46. Obliquely
47. Tibetan priest
51. Unwholesome
53. "In the same book"
55.Aclam
56. Overly showy
57. A tide
58. Present indicative of he
60. Prods
61. A major star
62. Hair style
63. Eve ailment

17. States of being free
18. Elongated fish
20. One puts this on first
23. Malt beverage
26. Hotel parent company
27. "Learn it to"
28. Roman Goddess of plenty
29. A degree
30. Pass this and get $200
31. Female
32. Rage
33. Young swine
34. Portuguese saint
37. To occupy a space
39. A stamp
40. Where ashes lie
42. ANY lake
43. Military supplies
44. A people of Northern Thailand
45. Sick.er
46. Island in the New Indies
47. A 30's dance
48. A traditional saying
49. Allot
50. Singing brothers
52. Priestly garments
54. After shave brand
59. Thus

DOWN
1. Piece of garlic
2. False name
3. Opera singer Jerry
4. Change from one stage to another
5. Actinon chemical symbol
6. One not living on campus
7. Managing Editor of "Sports Night"
8. S~abird
9. Percentages of Irish farm c rops
10. Whiningspeech
11. Nabisco cookie
14. Whirl

News of the Weird
'Clone' hardly wait
On Jan. 1, John Guth, 32, and
Jeff Tweiten, 24, set up outside
the Cinerama theater in
Seattle, where they announced
they intended to await the public sale of tickets for "Star Wars
Episode II : Attack of the
Clones," scheduled for release
May 16.
Tweiten said he was actually
engaged in an art project on
"waiting for something"; he
kee ps a log of his experience
and originally wa nted to await
the film for two years.
'T m becom in g ver y a ware
just h ow lo ng a n hour is ," he
said, and "what happens in an
hour."
The fi lm's distributors have
not even confirmed that the
film will be shown at the
Cinerama.

This course is a blast
i---.l--l'-4----+--

Thailand ' s minister of
tourism said a 27-hole go lf
course would be built at the
juncture of his country, Laos
and Cambodia, with nine holes
in each nation, though the territory is littered with Khmer
Rouge land mines; the minister
thought g olfers would fly in

New film offers a classic feel
Review:
'Black Hawk Down'
Grade: B
BY MICHEAL COMPTON

1-Ieraldftlm critic
Few films have managed to
capture brutality like Ridley
Scott's new film , "B!ack Hawk
Down."
While the film does tend to
get a little soap-boxy with its
anti-war message , Scott still
manages to deliver a film that
is worthy of its hype.
Set in Somalia in 1993, the
film is based on the attempt by
the United States Government
to capture two top lieutenants
from
Somalian
warlord
Abdulla Hassin.
The mission is supposed to
ta ke 30 m in utes and be a slam
dunk capture for t h e m ilitary.
However, a sold ier's fa ll from a

carrier leads to a chain reac- Hollywood's most underappretion that results in a 15-hour ciate d character actors.
ordeal and 13 American casualThe film isn't without its
ties.
flaws, though .
Scott does an outstand ing
Ken Nolan and Steve
job of capturing the utter chaos Zaillan's screenplay tends to
of a military battle, superbly overplay its anti -war sentimaking the experiment.
ence o n e of the
I think a shot of
m ost intense ever
a so ld i er with a
While
the
film
presented on film.
from a rocket
does tend to get shell
It's refreshi n g
launcher lodged
to see Scott return
a little soapthrough his abto his solid craftsdomen
makes a
boxy, Scott still ve ry
manship roots afe ffective
ter such widely
manages to
statement. The "raoverpraised fiasra -ra " speeches
deliver
a
film
coes like "Han that occ u r in the
nibal " and "Glad - that is worthy of
film ' s final thi r d
iator."
aren't needed as
its hype.
The cast is
well.
solid , as well , esStill, the film is
pecially Josh Hartnett and Tom worth a look, especially for
Sizemore.
fa ns of the military genre.
Hartnett has developed in to
It may not be in the same
mor e than just a teenage heart leagu e as c lassics such as
t hrob a n d h as consistently "Apocalypse Now" a nd "Full
s h own an abili ty of tac kli ng Me tal J acket," but it is easily a
toug h roles i n such fil ms as much better film than recent big
"The Virgin Suicides" a nd "O." studio pieces like "Behind Enemy
Sizemor e is perhaps one of Lines."

from all over the world for the
challenge.

There's something about
the voodoo
I n November, prosecutors in
Greenbelt, Md., fin ally indicted
Josephine Gray, 55, for h er role
in the serial murders of her
two husbands (in 1974 and 1990)
and a boyfriend-cousin (1996),
cases that have long been
stymie d by several relatives'
resolute refusal to testify
against her out of fear that she
wou ld use voodoo on th e m .
(She was not indicted for murder but rather for collecting on
the men's life insur ance policies after helping arrange their
deaths.)
One relative of the eventual
second victim said Gray could
control the man as long as he
was eating Gray's cooking but
r eturned to "his old self' when
he ate elsewhere.
Other relatives said a spell
from Gray caused the eventual
first victim once to scratch his
face to shreds.

A few too many
A judge acquitted Yvonne
Lancaster of drunk -driving

byChuck
Shepherd

char ges in October, even
though she had been found
passed o ut in her car in
Warrington, England, with an
empty vodka bottle at he r feet,
with a blood-alcohol reading
four times the legal limit.
Because she was barely conscious and had to be propped
up at the station for her breath
test, the police declined to
read her her rights (becaus e
s he appeared not to understand anything being said to
her), and that failure, the judge
said, invalidated t he arrest.

Oops, their bad
The District of Columbia
Department of Corrections
admitted in August that it had
i l lega'Jiy detained a d e afmute man , who also has a
ser ious mental illness, for 669
days on a minor misdemeanor
ch·arge (that ultimately was
dropped) because it had lost
his file.
Jail rec ords showed that
the man never had visitors
(not even the required public
d e f e nder). The d e partm e nt
director said it was "kind of
unbe lievab le to m e " that his
agency could have d one that.

►_
Movie Capsules
BY MICHEAL COMPTON

Heraldftlm critic
Ali (B-) Will Smith does an
acceptable job as the heavyweight
boxing legend: but the film's major
flaw is its lack of new insight into
the life of Ali. The film focuses too
much time on Malcolm X and the
"Rumble in the Jungle," two topics
that were covered much more
effectively in better movies.
A Beautiful l\lind (A) The story
of Nobel P r ize-winning mathematician John Nash features an
exceptional performance by
Russell Crowe, and a strong supporting rol e from Jennifer
Connelly as his wife. Director Ron
Howard may have chosen to skip
over some of Nash's more controversial actions, such as his reported bisexuality, but he still manages to deli:ver a wonderful film
that is much more than the "disease of the week" movies common
on Lifetime.
Gosford Pa rk (B) Director
Robert Altman turns the murder
myster y on its h ead with .th is
ch a r m ing tale set in a 1930's
London mansion. While the myste r y is somewh at p redictable,

Altman does a good job of satirizing the British class system in the
process. Clive Owen and Maggie
Smith stand out in a stellar ensemble class.
Ocean's 11 (B+) George Clooney,
Brad Pitt and Julia Roberts shine
in this Steven Soderbergh remake
about a group of con men who set
out to rob three casinos in on e
evening. The movie isn't anything
to technically marvel over, but it's
so much fun thanks to a cast that
looks like they really enjoyed making the film.
Orange County {B-) A rare teen
comedy with a nice sense of its
limitations. Colin Hanks (Yes, he's
Tom's son) stars as a writer who
can't get into Stanford because his
high school adviser fouled up his
trnnscript. The cast is likable
enough, especially Jack Black.
Vanilla Sky (D) For those people who think anyone can make a
mind-bending film in the style of ·
David Lynch, here's proof that
Lynch is one of a kind. Tom Cruise
star s as a womanizer wliose life
takes a tragic turn when one of his
conquests goes psychotic. A boring
waste of time that needs a half
ho ur epilogue to expla in to its
audience what hap pened in the
first two hours.

Sports
Long-term talks score contract for Campbell
Lady Topper coach signs
four-year deal
BY MI CH EA L COMPTO N

Herald reporter

John Lok/Herald
Women's basketball head coach Shawn Campbell salutes the crowd

at Diddle Arena Saturday after defeating Denver 78-77.

On the heels of a dramatic last-second victory
against Denver, Western has secured the near
future for women's basketball coach Shawn
Campbell.
Campbell and Western agreed Tuesday to a
four-year contract through June 30, 2005, with an
option for a fifth season. Western can exercise that
option at the end of this season.
The deal is worth about $85,000 each year,
accoPding to President Gary Ransdell. That figure
is contrary to the $120,000 base salary released by
the university's sports information office Tuesday.
Reached late last night, Ransdell discounted
the press release, saying the deal is not an extension, as it was described in the release.
The deal, Ransdell said, is Campbell's first contract at Western. It's worth a base of$85,000 a year,

with a $10,000 stipend for marketing work Other
performance incentives are included, he said.
Campbell said closing the deal was just a
matter of "d otting the i's and cr ossing the t's.''
" It was a very professionally done situation," Campbell said . "I really had very little to
do with the negotiations."
Campb ell said the negotiations weren't a
distraction because of the way th e situation
was h andled by gener al co unsel De b orah
Wilkins, Athletics Director Wood Selig and
Ransdell.
Selig said the contract discussion h as been
in the works since Campb e ll's hiring last July.
"For coaches, it's a lot easier to recruit with
a four-year contract," Selig said.
The contract comes midway t hrough
Campbell's first season, in which some have
questioned the coach's side line b ehavior.
Campbell sa id that there have be en times
when enthusiasm and inte nsity have be en misunderstood by some fans.
"T he re is going to be p eople tha t stand by
me an d pe op le that, maybe, I won't win over,"
he said. " It's not like I don't think about
SEE CAM P BELL, PAGE 17

Suspended
Curry out
indefinitely
Marijuana charge
sidelines starter
B Y M A LCO LM C . K N OX

Herald reporter
J unior Raynardo Curry, the
Hilltoppers' starti ng
point
guard, was charged with possession of marijuana Jan. 17.
Curry has been s uspe nded
from the team indefinitely a nd
"was placed in a pretrial diversion program," a release from
Western sports information said.
"He will be required to undergo
an evaluation for substance
abuse, take part in a drug education program and perform 10
hours of community service."
The WKU
Police
received a call
from Elaine
Bushey, assistant director of Keen
Hall, at 1:47
a.m., reporting "possible
Curry
marijuana
being smoked outside at the picnic table," according to the
police report by arresting officer, Kerry Hatch ett.
When Hatchett arrived, he
found Curry, j unior guard Filip
Videnov, sop homore for war d
Caleb Halcomb, and freshman
Randy Orr at the p icnic table
and "detected a strong odor of
burnt marijuana."
Orr is sitting out this season
under the NCAA's proposition 48
rule, which governs freshmen
eligibility.
Curry was released on a court
order at 10:42 a.m. the same day
he was arrested.
None of the players involved
would comment.
S EE CURR Y,
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Jed Conklin/Herald
Sophomore point guard Camryn Whitaker (25) celebrates with teammates (from left) senior guard Lavonda Johnson,

sophomore guard Leslie Logsdon and junior forward Shala Reese at Diddle Arena Saturday after defeating Denver 78-77 in
overtime. Whitaker hit a three-pointer as time expired to clinch the victory.

Verdict is in: Lady Tops win
the Lady Toppers earned a
78-77 win over the Pion eers
(8-11, 4-3 Sun Belt ConIt was a scenario many basketball p lay- ference).
ers act out hundreds of times in the ir back"I was going to take it to
yards. Down by two, time winding down and the hole, but I looked up
you get off the game-winn ing shot.
and saw th e clock ticking
For Camryn Whitaker, the scenario down," Whitaker said. "So I
became all too real Saturday night against j ust shot it.
Denver.
"I really thought it was a
overtime
Trailing 77-75 with four seconds left in two-pointer and I thought
overtime, the sophomore guard took the .'Oh gosh! all these streaminbound pass and headed down the floor. ers have come down and we have not won."'
She looked to her left and saw senior guard
While the Lady Toppers (11-6, 5-1 SBC)
Natalie Powers covered by two defenders. stormed the floor and mobbed Wh itaker,
She took a step with her left foot, pulled up the officials huddled next to a monitor to
just behind the three-point line and thi:ew make sure that Whitaker did indeed get the
up a one-handed shot.
shot off in time.
The ball sailed through the basket and
The officials sent both coaches to their
B Y MI CH EAL COMPTO N

Herald reporter
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respective be nch es while they sorted out
the final seconds. Denver assistan t Tracey
Tripp went up beh ind the officials and
began watc hing the re play w.ith them, infuriating Western head coach Shawn
Campbell.
Lady Topper assistants and players subd ued the fiery coach , allowing the officials
to make their final ruling that Whitaker had
gotten the shot off in time.
Campbell apologized for his actions during the post game p ress conference.
"I. was a little too intense," Campbell
said. "I got a little upset with the fact that
the official kicked me out for watching the
thing and then they were going to let an
assistant coach in there. I kind of got a liitle
SEE

VER DICT,
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Phi Sil!ma Pi
National Co-Ed Honor Fraternity
Info Night
Monday, January 28, 2002
8:30 pm @ DUC 226

ATTENTION!
• OPEN 24 HOURS •
(We're open for thelaf~ night study break)

• 3 Locations To Serve You •
(Ifs just a short drive to McDonald's)
Photo by John Lok/Herald
Western swimmers encourage a teammate during a meet against Southern Illinois Saturday at
Preston Pool. From left are sophomore Matt Nalbone, senior Andrew Priest and freshmen Parker
Sloan and Greg Strickler.

612 US 31 W By-Pass
3080 Scottsville Rd.
1925 Russellville Rd.

• 842-4181
• 781-9838
• 7 81-7984

we love to see you smile"_

Powell still looking for 300th win
Coach Powell wanted us to do is
keep a high level of intensity and
spirit throughout the whole meet,
even when they were beating us."
Powell's upbeat mood afterward may have been related to the
s olid effort put forth by his
women's squad (7-0), who avenged
last year's loss to Southern Illinois,
135-108.
Senior Brandi Carey, ranked
11th nationally in the 200-yard
backstroke, set a Preston record in
the event with a time of 2:01.1.
Senior Sydney Mountford followed
suit, shattering her own pool
record with a 5:05.15 finish in the
500-yard freestyle.
Powell said the strongest performance of the day belonged to
soph omore diver Marci Kacsir.
Her 256.73 and 267.53 scores q ualified her for the NCAA championships in the three-meter diving
competition.
Se nio r Nicole Fisher s aid
Western's performance was a positive b uilding block toward the
ultimate goal of a Sun Belt
Conference championship.
Powell is confident he will
achieve the mi lestone against
Evansville. The 1 p.m. dual meet
coincides with the swimmers'
Alumni Reunion.
" Not only am I going to get it at
home, I'm going to get it in front of
the alumni," Powell said.

Powell, the third-winningest
men's Division I coach in NCAA
history, won't have to wait as long
time. His Toppers get another
Western head co-ach Bill Powell cthis
hance against Evansville
stayed behind as most of his swim- Saturday
in their final home meet
ming and diving teams headed of the season.
to ward the locker rooms after
Western (5-3) burst out of the
their dual meet against Southern starting gate with an improbable
Illinois Saturday.
dead-heat in the 400-meter relay.
Following a grueling four-hour Each finished in 3 minutes, 26.22
marathon, Powell was tallying seconds.
results, storing away equipment
Powell said dead heats are rare
and issuing good-byes to swim- occurrences in the sport.
"I sit down and check the (timmers' parenL~.
Oddly, there was not a speckle ing) pads before every meet,"
o f disap pointment on Powell's Powell said. "Sometimes I'll try
face, even though his men had and touch them at the exact same
failed to earn him his 300th career time with my hands, and I still
victory in men's Division I swim- can't get them to read the same."
Powell said he was surprised
ming.
h at his swimmers had a shot to
T hough t he scoreboard read 'twin
the race,
105.5-95.5 in favor of the visiting
"We had no business tying them
team, Powell's radiant s mile told in that relay," he said. " It was a
otherwise.
great swim by the kids."
"I was telling the kids about the
After sophomore Dean Chee k's
first chance J had for my 100th win commanding wire-to-wire victory
against the University of Kentucky in the 1000-yard freestyle, Western
(in 1981)," Powell said afterward. lost the next six eve nts to the
"If we would have swam UK 10 Salukis. Junior backstroker Gord
times that year , we would have Veldman finally broke the
beaten them 9 out of 10. It came Hilltoppers' run of bad luck when
down to the last relay, and all we he set a pool record with a 1:49.84
swim in the 200-yard backstroke.
had to do was win.
" We knew thes e guys were
"Well, we didn't win. So I had to
wait until the next year to get No. going to be tough," senior David
Tucker said. "The main thing
100."
BY D UST I N LEWIS

Herald reporter
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Toppers face UALR for division lead
C.
Herald reporter

BY M ALC OL M

K N OX

Junior guard Filip Videnov
knows what's at stake tonight for
the men's basketball team. The
winner gets first place in the C,un
Belt Conference's East Divisiop.
The loser will slide to second,
but will have another shot in just
two weeks.
"We're trying to defend our
championship ," Videnov said.
"We can't afford any more losses."
The Hilltoppers (16-3, 6-1
SBC) will extend their lead in
the division, or give it back to
Arkansas-Little Rock when they
play tonight at 7 in Diddle
Arena. The Trojans (14-4, 5-1) led
the division until they fell to
New Orleans in mid-January.
Before that stumble, UALR had
won 12 of its last 13 games.
A win would also give either
team some insurance in case of a
tie at the end of the season. In
that case, head-to-head competition would be the first considera ti on for separating the tied
teams.
"I think it has big implications," Western coach Dennis
Felton said. "The two of us are
kind of out front right now .. ..

You've got two teams that would
really, really like to put a loss on
each other to make that step at
this point in the year to be on
top."
Western leapt into the top
spot when UALR suffered its
only conference loss of the season and Felton doesn't expect
the Trojans to go away quietly.
Even if they win tonight,
Felton is not ready to claim the
championship.
"There's so many games to be
played," he said. "There 's so
many teams left on our schedule
that can beat us. I don't know
that we can go through the rest
of the season undefeated. It's
going to be a challenge every
night."
One Hilltopper who has
played up to the c hallenge
recently is Videnov. Over the
last three games, Videnov has
made 72 pe rcent of his threepoint attempts.
"(UALR) plays very hard.
They have a lot of good players,"
Videnov said. "It's going to be a
good game. If we get ready to
play, play on defense and play
together as a team, we won't
have any problems."
The Hilltoppers and the
Trojans both rank in the top six

in the conference in r ebounds
per game, rebounding margin,
scoring defense and scoring margin.
"I th ink they take pride in a
lot of the same things that we
take pride in," Felton said.
"They don't beat themselves."
The Hilltoppers will be without junior point guard Raynardo
Curry tonight. Curry, who had
started every game this season,
has been suspended indefinitely
after being arrested for possession of marijuana Jan. 17.
Freshman guard Patrick
Sparks made his first career
start in a 86-59 w in against
Denver on Saturday, the first
game of Curry's suspension .
Sparks led all scorers with 19,
one short of his career high.
"It doesn't matter if I'm comfortable or not (without Curry),"
Felton said. "It' s reality. It's
where we're at. Raynardo is not
with us."

Arkansas State game
moved
The Hilltoppers' game against
Arkansas State, originally scheduled for Saturday, has been
rescheduled for Sunday at noon.
The game will be broadcast live
on Fox Sports.

Felton needs to rid Western of 'haters'
I have a project for We.stern
basketball coach Dennis Felton.
It isn't quite as pressing an
issue as how to ease Chris Marcus
back into the lineup following an
injury, but it is still something that
might keep him sipping Folgers a
couple of evenings.
And at just 37 years old, I don't
think Felton is too far removed
from today's pop culture to know
OUT OF BOUNDS
where I am coming from.
Okay, here it is:
Kyle Hightower
Coach, you need to shake the
""
'"
haters off your program.
Selig, Crum and former Louisville
But be careful. Shaking the associate athletics director Mike
"mid-major" label in college bas- Pollio.
ketball won't be as easy as learnAccording to the Louisville
ing the pop and lock routine on Courier-Journal, original terms of
"Darrin's Dance Grooves."
the Western-Louisville deal were
Apparently, yo u need a little fo r the H i ll toppers to play at
something extra.
Louisville in 2000 and in Nashville
And right now at least, it this season.
appears that even one of
But Selig said Louisville
Western's closest neighbors agreed to move the game to
doesn't think you have it.
Diddle if Western delayed game
The University of Louisville two in the series until 2002-2003.
certainly didn't think Western had
Because Diddle's renovations
it when they signed a two-game may not be ready for a proposed
contract to play the Toppers in meeting between the two schools
2000. That was, until Western's 68-- in 2002, the Cardinals have flown
65 upset victory over the Cardinals from the already once-amended
in 2000 and its season-opening win deal.
And where will Western and
over Kentucky the following year.
In a deal that had many across Louisville play next season?
Nashville's Gaylord Enterthe state scratching their heads,
Louisville agreed to visit the relic tainment Center.
"Naturally, we would have prethat is Diddle Arena during the
ferred to open up against a really
2002-03 season.
The deal has since faltered great rival like Louisville," Selig
said. "The concept of a spo_tlight
afte r it was announced recently opening game, that's kind of gone
that the Cardinals will not be com- out of the window."
ing to Bowling Green anytime
And thus with the scenario.
soon.
changing as often as Filip Videnov
P erhaps the retirement of drains a three, so too might the
Denny Crum and hiring of new perception of Western's program
Louisville coach Rick Pitino across the state.
should have b een an omen.
Western runs the risk of drownBecause the arrangement that ing with a mid-major anchor
would have seen the Cardinals strapped to its neck if it doesn't
and Toppers clash at Diddle was host games against major college
part of a deal struck between
basketball programs. A seasonWestern athletics di rector Wood

CAMPBELL:
CONTINUED
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that. It's not like I don't worry about
that, but at the same time it's not to
the degree that I'm losing a great
deal ofsleep over it.
"My intensity at times is just a
little bit different. I won't throw a
chair, I can tell you that. I may get
after an official once in a while, but
it's for the protection of the kids
and to fight for the win."
Selig said there was never any
concern about Campbell's sideline
behavior, which has offended some
Lady Topper fa ns . H e said
Campbell has the university's full
support.

"I think Shawn's an outstanding
coach and recruiter and when it's
all said and done he'll be one of, if
not the most, successful coaches
we've ever had here," Selig said.
Campbell said the contract is·
gratifying, but he's most happy with
the chance to rebuild the program.
"I am here to take full advantage of the opportunity that I was
presented here," Campbell said.
"I've waited a long time. I'm just
grateful for the opportunity.
"I know Paul (Sanderford) was
here for a number of years. I know
Steve (Small) was here for a number of years. I really hope that I can
hold up and fit in those shoes."

A Few Suggestions
OnWhatToDo

opening game opposite Pitinocoached Louisville would have
done that.
Road ~ames (and though close,
that is what playing in Nashville
really is) against the big schools
are great, but it does little in helping foster local fan support and
national interest.
I mean, you have to prove your
worth with the big boys on the
road, sure, but when you win,
doesn't that merit a return home
date?
I'm not advocating that major
programs be required to play at
the smaller schools. But Western,
who is on the verge of becoming
one of the top mid-major programs, deserves to be thrown a
bone.
If they aren't, they will never
escape the mid-major tag.
And sho uld Western again
make, and then progress, in the
NCAA Tournament and not attract
any dates with major programs, it
would only add to the stepchild
treatment.
Major programs may not be
hating on. Western, exactly, b ut
they aren't showing it love, either.
Kyle Hightower's column appears
on Tuesdays and occasionally on
Thursdays. You can reach him at
745-4012 or l,y e-m,ail at htowa@Jwtmail.com.

Betvveen
· Your Appetizer
Jack Daniel's Salmon
Jack Daniel's Glazed Ribs
Jack Daniel's Steak
Jack Daniel's Chicken
Jack Daniel's Pork Chops
Triple Jack Combo
Jack Daniel's Ribs & Shrimp

And Your Dessert.
Friday'sg- enttee~ are always the center of attention.
Tty one in the middle ofyour next meal:

2019 Scottsville Rd.
780-9919 .

WKU HILLTOPPERS
~

vs.

ARKANSAS-LITTLE ROCK

~

ARKANSAS STATE

*SUNDAY, JANUARY 27
TONIGHT
@12 NOON
7:00 P.M.
DIDDLE ARENA
DIDDLE ARENA
ANOTHER TELEVISION
OPPORTUNITY!!!
Don't miss the Tops 8 Trojans GAME TELEVISED LIVE
as they battle for Sun Belt
ON FOX SPORTS NET
Conferen~ Supremacy!
Note: *Game originally scheduled for Saturday, January 26th has been
rescheduledf or Sunday, January 27th at 12 noon
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Track teams find new home at MTSU
Men win first indoor
meet of season
B v CAM R ON B ASTANI

Herald reporter
Western's track teams have
found a second home at Middle
Tennessee.
After completing the second
of four indoor meets at MTSU
this year, there is no reason for
it not to be.
In the first meet of the season,
Dec. 8, the men finished second
of four teams and the women finished fifth of seven teams.
The men's team won its first
indoor meet of the season at
MTSt, last weekend, with five
first-place finishers.
MTSU coach Dean Hayes
allowed coaches to place multiple athletes in each event, creating more point opportun ities,
Western coach Curtiss Long said.
"We have more people in our
men's program than we have had
in 15 years," Long said. "People
j ust want a chance to compete."
Sophomore David Altmaier
p laced first in the 3,000-meter
run for the second consecutive
week. He was one of five

Hilltoppers in the event.
"We were just extreme ly
pleased with the quality of
David's effort," Long said.
Sophomore Jonathon Brown
placed first i n the 55-meter dash
with a time of 6.34 seconds and
freshman Craig Morehead won
the 35-pound weight throw with a
launch of 40.75 feet.
Freshman Raigo Toompuu,
from Estonia, won the shot put
and freshman Eigo Siimu won
the pole vault.
Siimu, a decathlete also from
Estonia, arrived on the Hill this
semester. He said the adjustment hasn't been hard so far.
"I'm used to it. I hope to do
good points in the decathlon this
year," Siimu said.
Siimu added that he needs to
improve in the running events.
Long said it will take time to
develop the younger athletes on
his teams.
"The numbers won't have an
immediate impact on Sun Beltlevel competition," Long said .
" It' s an investment in the
future."
The women's team had two
individual first-place finishers.
Freshman Jill Shannon won
the 3,000-meter race with a time
of 10:06.19. She finished fourth in
the same event the previous

First-place finishes
at MTSU Invitational
♦ David Altamaler,

3,000,meter 111n

♦ Jonathon Brown, 55-meter dash
♦ CrligMollllaal,Spcmlweld'ttllUW
♦ Raigo Toompuu,
♦ Eigo Sllmu,
♦ Jill

shot put

polt vautt

Shannon, 3,000-meter run

♦ Misty Hair, 20,pound weight throw

week.
" She has b ee n a strong competitor in her first year at the
university," Long said.
Shannon was also an all-conference performer in cross country last fall.
Sophomore Misty H a ir f i nished first in the 20-pound
w e ight throw , out-distancing
teammate Alexandra Thanos by
4 feet, 8 inches.
Three of the top five weightthrowers were Western athletes.
Wes tern isn't competing this
weekend but will participate in
the Indiana Invitational on Feb. 1.

. '.

Store
Management
Do you have your act together?
Can you direct the actions of others?
Can you build a team of guest-focused people?
Do you have what it takes to lead?
Have you done it all before?
If so, we'd like to talk to you. Jr. Food Stores has available
positions for store managers and assistant managers. You
must be able to handle a fast pace, be able to share with others what you know, and be able to lead others through change.
You must be able to demonstrate your professionalism and
your high standards for performance.
But most of all, you have to be interested in making something
great happen.
In return, you'll be a part of an ESOP company, where you are
a part-owner. You will be paid competitive wages and you will
work with some of the best people in the convenience store
industry.
Call Wayne Jones at (270) 780-2900, ext. 1471, or Marilyn
High at (270) 780-2900, ext. 1475

VERDICT: _Western still on recruit's list
CONTINU E D FROM
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upset about that and then she
started bickering back at me.
That's probably the worst thing
to do to me."
"But again, I make my apologies. I should have been a bigger
man there, but hell I'm here to
win. That's the bottom line."
Denver head coach Pam
Tanner wouldn't comment on
the incident, but said the officials made the right call.
"That's the best officiating
we 've had all year," Tanner
said . " I thought the officials
were great tonight."
Powers led the Lady Toppers
with 27 points, playing with a
busted eye she received after
going for a loose ball. She also
had a sprai ned ankle and blisters on her feet.
She
surpassed Brenda
Chapman and Beth Blanton on
the all-time scoring list during
the contest and is now seventh
all-time with 1,455 points.
She needs 33 points to pass
Kim Pehlke for s ixth place, but
said it's not something she will
think about until after the season.
"It's something to be proud of
when you're gone and done play-

ing, " Powers said. "You can
come back a n d look at things
like that, but right now I'm
foc u sed on where I want this
team to go and how we are going
to get there."
Western faces Arkansas
Little-Rock (5-12, 0-6 SBC), a
team that has never won a conference game, tonight.
The Lady Toppers play
Arkansas State (7-11, 2-4 SBC) on
Saturday night in Jonesboro,
Ark.
With a Florida International
rematch looming next week,
Campbell said his team can't
afford to overlook either opponent this weekend . FIU and
Western are currently tied for
the East Division lead.
Tip-off is scheduled for 7
tonight and 7:05 p.m. Saturday.

Western 71, MTSU 66
Sophomore guard Leslie
Logsdon hit two threes, sparking
a 10-0 run that propelled the
Lady Toppers to a win at Middle
Tennessee (9-8, 2-3 SBC) on
Thursday.
Natalie
Powers
paced
Western with 22 points, while
junior guard Kristina Covington
had 18 points, nine rebounds and

six steals.

Lady 1:_ops receive votes
Western received two votes
in this week's ESPN/USA Today
Coaches' Poll. It was the first
time a Lady Toppe r team h as
received votes since the preseason coaches' poll last season.
The last time the Lady
Toppers were ranked was at
the end of the 1997-98 season,
wh e n t he L a dy Toppe r s were
15th in both polls.

The 2002 Beaver
·wedding Extravaganza

~

Saturday, February 9 at the WKU
South Campus.

Register at:

Recruiting update
Campbell will have to wai t
until April to learn if USA
Today All-Amer ican Gill i an
Goring wi l l attend Western ,
accordi ng to her h igh school
coach Tony Pap pas.
Pappas said Goring, a 6-7 center a t Waterloo West in Waterloo,
Iowa, has decided to concentrate
on finishing h e r sen ior yea r of
basketball before she will make
a formal announcement concerning her future.
Pappas said Goring has n arrowed her choices to three
schools: Connecticut, Iowa
State and Western.

A'

· Brass Box on 31-W Bypass
Cinderella's on 31-W Bypass
Finley's on 31-W Bypass
Horton Homes on Nashville Rd
Jonathan Mc Daniels-State Farm Agent
on Campbell Ln.
Landmark Travel in Russellville
Let's Travel on Pedigo Way
Living Gifts Garden Center on Center St.
Mr. Tuxedo on Scottsville Rd

WKU STUDENTS. ..
HERE COMES MARCH MADNESS!
FOLLOW THE TOPS TO THE "BIG EASY''

Wanda's Jewelers on 31-W Bypass

SUNBELT CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT

New Orleans, Louisiana

MarcL. 2 - 6, 2002
$5o per penon includee:

-round trip tranaportation to N,w Orlean8
-eL.uttle tranaportaq.on .to and lrom arena
-complimentary relre.lunenta on krd
Hotels near French Quarter. . .special WKU student rates
For more information, call 745-2468
Deadline: Friday, February 8, 2002

Other Participating Businesses

Brian Payne-State Farm Agent
Bridal Warehouse
Carroll Knicely Institute for Economic
Development

~i>,:.
"eh..
-,,,;

Kent Bryant Photography
Painter Videographics

Regina's Salon and Day Spa

~~~

Sugar Bakers
General Admission $5

Januar y 2 4, 2002

CURRY: Junior's fate
C ONTINUED
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"I h aven't made up my m ind
what I'm going to do wit h (Curry)
yet," Coach Dennis F e lton said.
Hatch ett read Miranda r ights
to the students, which t hey said
they unde rstood.
"At that point, contact was
made with Curry, who produced
a b a g of mariju ana fr o m h is
right lower pocket of his swea tpan ts," t h e repor t r ead. "The
mar ijuana field-tested positive
and weighed two solid grams .. ."
The Hilltoppers had defeated
Middl e
Tenn e ssee
in
Murfreesboro Wednesday night.
Be for e his arrest, Curry was
o ne of two Hill toppers, along
with jun ior fo r ward David
Boyden , to start ea c h gam e .
Curry leads t h e team in steals
with 33, is third i n assists and
a veraged 6.9 points pe r game.

" I a m very d isapp ointed in
Raynardo," Felton said in the
release. "We s e t h igh standards
for the you ng me n in o ur program and we have very little tolerance fo r this sort of b e h avior."
This is Curry's second a rrest
as a H illtopper. He pied g uilty
to misd e meanor s h oplifting o n
Oct. 9, 2000, served t hree days in
jail and was s uspended for one
game by the NCAA.
It was t h e second a rrest in
two months of someone a ffiliated w ith t he m e n 's basketball
program . Assis t ant coa ch
Ke nneth Michael McDo na ld was
arrested for driving unde r the
influe nce Dec. 1, 2001.

Former football player
arrested
Former Western foo t b all

College Heights Herald

For.Rent
Third Floor Overlooking Pool.
Need to move. Will Deal. $290
303-7808
1336 Adams Campus Plaza Apts.
2 & 3 bdrm's available
781-2672 781-7431
Carriage Hill Apartments now

available: cle an 2 bdrm ap artments, one block from campus
$410-$440/mo. one year lease ,
on-site manageme nt 783-8838.
JUST 5 MI NS. TO CAMPUS.
2 BDRM/$395; 1 BDRM/ $350
New carpe t, lots of closets
stor age , pool, on-s ite la und ry.
Call today for details! 781-5471.
Six mo. leas e needs to be
re-leased ASAP.
Western Place Apts.
Call Mikella @782-2656.
Nice 2 & 3 bdrm apts. for rent.
Central heat & ai r; washer/drye r
hookup; dishwasher $400/ $450/mo.
1304 Ke ntucky St.
782-8882 or 843- 3197
3 or 4 BDRM a vailable now,
adj acent to campus. All
appliances including was her &
dryer. Call SIMS REALTY.
842-7919

3 bdrm house@ 1533 N. Sunrise
2 bath $475 4 bd rm 1030 E. 13th
$475. Efficie ncy & 1 bdrm a pts.
near campus $225-$275. 781-8307
Large 3 bdrm a pt. at historic St.
James 1133 Chestnut. Heat/water
paid $575 781-8307.
2 bdrm d up le x very close to
campus, newly remodeled.
Washe r/dryer included , starting
at $395. Call Brad 792-2824

uncertain
pl aye r B ob by S i p pio was
c harged with p ossessio n of marijuana, possess ion of drug paraphernalia, u nlawful t r a nsaction
with a minor , sp eeding, a nd failure to wear a seat belt, Friday,
Jan. 11. Sippio was stopped for
speeding 11 miles over the limit,
a t 12:56 a.m.
"(Sippio) was stopped for
speeding and upon approach I
could s mell strong odor of mar ijua n a ," the r e port fil e d by
Sheriff J oe Green of the Warr e n
County Sheriff De partmen t said.
"U pon stepping o ut, the a bove
put hand o ut of right pocke t and
down in-be t ween seat and console. Up on e xi t ing t he passenger gra bbed sma ll baggy o ut of
same spot a n d trie d to move it
a n d d r o p p ed it in pl a i n view.
The baggy was recove r e d a n d
believed to be ma rijua na."

We're looking for friendly people that want a good
job. We bend over backwards to work around your
schedules. No experience is necessary, but a
positive attitude and great smile are.
Yeah, you'll work hard, but you'll spend your time
with some of the nicest people in the industry. Give
us a call today to set up an interview.
Call Wayne Jones at (270)780-2900 ext. 1471, or
Marilyn High at (270) 780-2900 ext. 1475.

Classifieds
Spring Break

Help Wanted

***ACT NOW! Gua rantee t he
BEST SPRING BREAK PRICES!

$250 A DAY POTENTIAL/

...•......•.•..
TAKE OVER LEASE AT
WESTERN PLACE.

Full-time or
part-time

South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
Mardi Gras. Reps needed...
TRAVEL FREE, EARN $$$.

Group discounts for 6+.

Help Wanted

.............. .

rpter')jties Sororities
Clubs Student 6rou~s

b artending. Tr aining provided.

Earn $1 000- $ 2 000 t his semeste r wit h t he ea~
CamP.usfundr?,iser .com t~ree; hour f undra!s!ng event. Doe~ _not
Southland Family Club is seeking involve credit card applicat ions. Fundra1sing dates are f illing
quickly. so call today! Contact Campusfundra1ser. com at
a mature individ ual as Manager
for the 2002 seas on. Lifeguard
(88 8) 9 23- 3238, or visit www campusfondraiser com .
1-800-293-3985 ext. 214

.......•..••••.

If interested send resume to

#1 Spring Break Vacations
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, &
Florida! Best Parties, Best
Hotels, Best P rices! Space is
limited ! Hurry up & Book Now!
1

Pe rsonnel Committee, P.O. Box
601, B.G. KY 42102-0601.

781-8144

......,. ... ......
AAAA! Spring Break P a nama

DANCERS WANTED. Flexi ble
hours. Best pay in town.
Call 270-843-9177.

www.endlesssummertours.com
City from $129! Boardwalk Room
w/ kitchen. Next to Clubs!
7 P a rties Including Free Drinks!
Daytona $159!
springbre;ikt ravel.com
1-800-678-6386

AAAA! Spring Break Bahamas
Party Cruise 1 5 days $279!
I ncludes meals & Free Parties!
Awesome Beaches, Nightlife!
De parts From Florida!
Cancun & J amaica $459!
springb reaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
SPRING BREAK Ca nc un , South

P adre & ALL Florida
destina tio ns. BEST Hotels,
FREE parties. LOWEST prices!
www.breakerstrave l.com
(800) 985-6789

•.......•......

For Sale
1989 Nissan 4x4 pickup
130K miles, very good. $3,250,
On campus 745-4170,
Home 842-0529.

Kentucky Army National Gu ard is accepting
applications for Officer Candidate Programs .
This includes Dir ect Commission,
ROTC /Simultaneous Membership Program
and Office Candidate School.

•..••..........

EARN $1000 FOR YOUR GROUP.

Work on Campus to ra ise mone y
for your stude nt group or
organization. Make your own
sched u le & earn $5 pe r
application. Please call

BENEFITS INCLUDE-COLLEGE TUITION
ASSISTANCE, in addition to the Army College
SUMMER LEADERSH1P .
Fun d and the Mon tgomery GI Bill.
1-800-808-7450.

...............

TRAINING INTERNSHIP!

Apply now for the Army
ROTC Leader's Training Course
Develop your team-building and
decision-making skills while
securing future career opportunities. Earn pay plus 6 credit
hours at WKU. Call Captain
Theresa Wardell for details.

Spring Break 2001

Pana ma City Beach, Florida
Accomodations d irectly on t he
Strip, only$ 80-$110
pe r night pe r room.
All r oo ms s leep 4--5 people &
include kitche ns. To book direct
call 1-850-234-3997.

OFFICER CANDIDATES
WANTED - GO FOR THE GOLD

...••••.•....•.

Part-time Mon.-Thur. 5-8 P M
Telephone Surveys $7/hr.
Ja mes Ford

1-800-234-7007

Spring Break Super Sale! Book
your trip with StudentCity.com &
s ave up to $100 per pe rson to
Ca nc un, Bahamas, Jamaica, Padre
& F lorida. Most popular s tudent
hotels including the Oasis & the
1 bdrm next door to campus. new Nassau ~t arriott Crystal Pal ace!
appliances, new central heat/air
Prices start at $399! Sale e nds
$365/mo. plus $350 de posit.
soo n! CALL NOW! 1-800-293-1443
Call 202-6943.
or go to StudentCity.com!

745-6054

.. t -:tit

~

!'.'!.' ~ .~

Volunteers needed!

The Barren River Area Child
Advocacy Cente r is looking for
caring, enthus iastic adults to
become volunteers at the Cente r .
The 2002 Spring Volunteer
Training schedule begins
Wednesd ay, F e brua ry 13, 2002.
All applicants must complete a
pre-training interview b efore
completing the tr aining, so
please call the Cen ter today to
register. Th is is a grea t
opportunity to get involved and
make a diffe re nce in your
community. Call (270) 783-4357
for more information.

I

Call 2nd Lieuten ant Travis Carpenter @
(502) 395-0048 to schedule an a ppointment
CALL NOW - LIMITED OPENING

THE G ABLE&
Integrity, courage, conviction, canng
leadership and lifelong friendships are just a few
of the things you can gain from the Community
Assistance experience. The CA position provides
opportunities for you to develop skills that
future employers will seek. such as
communication, assertiveness, and
organizational skills.

..........•....

Applications will be available at the information
sessions oo
"Monday-Friday"
"In Gables Office"
Deadline to submit
-applications will be

January 28,2002

Community Assistant
Positions Available
• Applicants must be enrolled as a part-time or full-time student
at Western Kentucky University.
• These positions serve as strong academic role models; therefore, an overall GPA of 2.25 is required.
• Applicants must have completed at least one year of college.
• Applicants must be able to commit at least 20 hours per week
to the position.

Roommate Wanted to share
2 bdrm house. Refer e nces
r equired. Call 796-8961.

Help Wanted

certification preferred.

800-838-8203

/ www.le isuretours.com

Close to Ca mpus. 1,2 & 3 bdrm
a pts. conve niently located near
WKU. Call John or Mike at
Chandler Prope rty Manageme nt
for de tails. 782-8282

Roommate Wanted

. - --

SPRING BREAK 2002
C• ncun, Jamaic•r Barbados, Bahama,,
Acapulco, Padre and Flo rida.
FREE MEALS for limit~ time!!
FREE Pa rtiu , drinks and e xclu ,ive events!
Organize grou p. Travel FREEi

Visit www.SUNSPLASHTOURS.co m
Call 1 -800-426-7710

I

Placing classifieds: •Call 745-6287or fax your ad 10 745-2697.
The P.rice: •$,5.50 for firsr 15 words, 25¢ each additional word.
Deadlines: • foesday's paper is Friday ac 4 p.m.
•Thursday's paper is Tuesday at 4 p.m.

846-1000

1909 Creason St.

Paqe20
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Kappa Sigma is back at Western Kentucky University!
Be a Founding Father of the new chapter!

Robe

ett

• Use your l~aderShip skillfto develop
the chapter the way you :w.ant it! .' .
.·

' ·, ,·

.,

••

$

•

• Take advantage of Kappa Sigwa's
scholarship benefits and ~~opportunities, the fraternities
unique service events, and it's
dynamic, one-of-a-kind brotherhood!

I.

Opportunities,

• Representatives of the fraternity will
be on campus January 21st-February 11th.
Benefits,
Don't miss out on this chance to let
and Experience...for a lifetime!
Kappa Sigma help you reach your
college and lifetime goals!!
• For more information
Call (816) 547-7080 (cell)
or 270-781-1500 (ask for the room of Matt Bott)

E-mail
.
matthewb@imh. kappasigma. org

!

